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Abstract

Visual surveillance of dynamic objects at road intersections has been
an active research topic in the computer vision and intelligent transporta-
tions systems communities, over the past decades. Several projects have
been carried out in order to enhance the safety of drivers in the special
context of intersections. Our extensive review of related studies revealed
that most roadside systems are based on monocular vision and provide
output results generally in the image domain. In this thesis, we introduce
a non-intrusive, wide-baseline stereoscopic system composed of fisheye ca-
meras, perfectly suitable for rural or unsignalized intersections. Our main
goal is to achieve vehicle localization and metric trajectory estimation
in the world frame. For this, accurate extrinsic calibration is required to
compute metric information. But the task is quite challenging in this confi-
guration, because of the wide-baseline, the strong view difference between
the cameras, and the important vegetation. Also, pattern-based methods
are hardly feasible without disrupting the traffic. Therefore, we propose a
points-correspondence-free solution. Our method is fully-automatic and
based on a joint analysis of vehicles motion and appearance, which are
considered as dynamic calibration objects. We present a Structure-from-
Motion approach decoupled into the estimation of the extrinsic rotation
from vanishing points, followed by the extrinsic translation at scale from a
virtual-plane matching strategy. For generalization purposes we adopt the
spherical camera model under the assumption of planar motion. Extensive
experiments both in the lab and at rural intersections in Normandy allow
to validate our work, leading to accurate vehicle motion analysis for risk
assessment and safety diagnosis at rural intersections.
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Résumé

La surveillance visuelle des objets dynamiques dans les carrefours
routiers a été un sujet de recherche majeur au sein des communautés de
vision par ordinateur et de transports intelligents, ces dernières années.
De nombreux projets ont été menés afin d’améliorer la sécurité dans le
contexte très particulier des carrefours. Notre analyse approfondie de
l’état de l’art révèle que la majorité des systèmes en bord de voie, utilisent
la vision monoculaire. Dans cette thèse, nous présentons un système
non-intrusif, de stéréovision-fisheye à large entraxe. Le dispositif proposé
est particulièrement adapté aux carrefours ruraux ou sans signalisation.
Notre objectif principal est la localisation des véhicules afin de reconstruire
leurs trajectoires. Pour ce faire, l’estimation de la calibration extrinsèque
entre les caméras est nécessaire afin d’effectuer des analyses à l’échelle
métrique. Cette tâche s’avère très complexe dans notre configuration de
déploiement. En effet la grande distance entre les caméras, la différence de
vue et la forte présence de végétation, rendent inapplicables les méthodes
de calibration qui requièrent la mise en correspondance d’images de mires.
Il est donc nécessaire d’avoir une solution indépendante de la géométrie
de la scène. Ainsi, nous proposons une méthode automatique reposant
sur l’idée que les véhicules mobiles peuvent être utilisés comme objets
dynamiques de calibration. Il s’agit d’une approche de type Structure à
partir du Mouvement, découplée en l’estimation de la rotation extrinsèque
à partir de points de fuite, suivie du calcul de la translation extrinsèque
à l’échelle absolue par mise en correspondance de plans virtuels. Afin de
généraliser notre méthode, nous adoptons le modèle de caméra sphérique
sous l’hypothèse d’un mouvement plan. Des expérimentations conduites
en laboratoire, puis dans des carrefours en Normandie, permettent de
valider notre approche. Les paramètres extrinsèques sont alors directement
exploités pour la trajectographie métrique des véhicules, en vue d’évaluer
le risque et procéder à un diagnostic des intersections rurales.
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Part I

Motivation and Background



1Introduction

„If I have seen further it is by standing on

the shoulders of giants

— Isaac Newton

Visual surveillance is widely used in many areas often for safety
reasons. Several projects have led to important advances for vision-based
traffic monitoring applications. In 1986, the European Research Program
PROMETHEUS [201] was launched by the European automotive industry.
It involved more than thirteen vehicle manufacturers and several research
institutes from nineteen countries. The objectives of this pioneer project
were to reduce road fatalities and improve traffic efficiency [190]. Later,
the project VSAM was launched by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency, with the objective to develop an automated video understanding
technology for use in future urban and battlefield surveillance applications
[35]. Within this framework, it was reported an end-to-end testbed system
demonstrating a wide range of advanced surveillance techniques such as
real-time moving object detection and tracking from stationary and moving
camera platforms or active camera control and multi-camera cooperative
tracking. About two decades after these pioneer projects, the cooperative
effort remained active with new European frameworks involving visual
monitoring systems for intelligent transportations and road safety. As
an example, the project ADVISOR [133], standing for Annotated Digital
Video for Intelligent Surveillance and Optimized Retrieval, was successfully
carried out in the early 2000s with the goal to develop a monitoring
system for public transportation, in order to detect abnormal behaviors
of users [126] [127]. However, despite the remarkable progress and
efforts achieved by researchers, enhancing the safety of drivers is still a
challenging issue, especially at road intersections.

Intersection safety is a critical worldwide issue. In fact, accidents at
intersections represent an important cause of road fatalities [106]. Inter-
sections are particularly dangerous compared to highways because of their
architectures which introduce several conflicts nodes [164, 161] (Figure
1.1). Statistics from the U.S. Department of Transportation reveal that
between 1998 and 2007, the number of fatalities at intersections exceeded
90,000 [186]. According to the European Road Safety Observatory, more
than 62,000 people were killed in traffic accidents at intersections between
1997 and 2006 [76] [203]. According to the same statistics, cars and
two-wheelers are more exposed to accidents at intersections than other
vehicles. Moreover, the proportion of fatalities in intersection accidents in
EU throughout the decade 2000-2010, remained slightly equal to 20% of
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Fig. 1.1: Simplified illustrations of potential vehicle conflict points at a basic
roundabout (8) vs. a 4-leg intersection (32) [144]

all cases [37]. More recently in EU, in 2013, more than 5.000 people were
killed in road traffic accidents at intersections [38]. Cars, two-wheelers
and pedestrians are particularly exposed to accidents at intersections [38].
Weather conditions are not a major cause of fatalities at intersections;
because they affect accidents which occur away from intersections in a
similar way [76], counting for less than 15% of cases. However, light-
ing conditions represent a major factor as almost a quarter of fatalities
at intersections happens during night time [76]. In general, regardless
of the geometry of intersections or the meteorologic conditions, human
decisions remain one of the most critical factors. In fact, more than 80% of
accidents at intersections are caused by driver errors [106] [174]. In order
to reduce by half the number of road deaths by 2020 [36], it is therefore
necessary to develop innovative vehicle monitoring systems especially at
intersections.

Vehicle monitoring consists in two levels of interpretation (Figure
1.2). The first level consists in the actual scene modeling, vehicle detection
and tracking. The output of this level provides data such as positions,
speeds or classes of vehicles. In the literature, several papers have re-
ported good performance for such tasks [80] [95]. The second level of
interpretation consists in analyzing the interactions between vehicles to
evaluate the risk-level [71] [91] [125]. This level allows to perform tasks
such as predictions of specific behaviors, using the outputs of the previous
level. Behavior interpretation has been actively investigated, not only to
detect and analyze abnormal maneuvers, but also to prevent dangerous
situations and anticipate conflicts [63] [209].

Vehicle monitoring at intersections is a special case which brings up
several challenges. Vehicles at intersections can have variable and abrupt
motions from different entry points. They can also occlude one another
or be occluded by the infrastructure. Two categories of vehicle sensing
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Fig. 1.2: Classic steps in video monitoring. First, vehicles are detected, tracked
and sometimes classified. Second, outputs of the previous step are used
to understand vehicle behavior and evaluate the risk-level

technologies are generally used for monitoring vehicles at intersections:
active sensors (RADAR, LIDAR) and passive sensors (Cameras - monocular
vision, stereo vision, wide angle or omnidirectional vision). In the recent
literature, most intersection-related systems were developed for addressing
collision avoidance and behavior analysis [42]. We can classify them into
two categories: in-vehicle and roadside systems.

Roadside systems for intersections monitoring are stationary plat-
forms generally consisting in pole-mounted cameras or cameras placed
on elevated buildings and connected to a central processing unit [150]
[121]. Today, cameras are cheaper, smaller and smarter [143]. In ad-
dition, the rising power of processors, as well as the emergence of new
generation of embedded architectures allowing real-time implementations,
have spawned a great interest for camera-based systems [157]. At road
intersections, most of these systems require one or multiple cameras to
be mounted at highly elevated positions, which can be a major drawback
for the deployment. Single-camera based systems are generally preferred
to monitor intersections. Most of the works on multiple cameras-based
systems even treat the information of each camera independently, and then
perform a high-level fusion [83] [181]. In addition, in most cases impor-
tant preprocessing steps, such as intrinsic and extrinsic camera calibration,
are necessary before further traffic analysis. Besides, despite the increasing
use of omnidirectional cameras in general ITS systems [187], they have
been less exploited for roadside intersection monitoring systems. Only few
representative studies have used wide field of view cameras (Table 2.2)
such as catadioptric [65] and dioptric [104] [88] vision sensors. However,
these recent studies have shown the worthiness of omnidirectional came-
ras at intersections and have introduced several challenges. Despite the
fact that they can enable to monitor an entire intersection, omnidirectional
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images involve the necessity to analyze important amount of visual data
at various scales as the vehicles moves through the scene.

In-vehicle systems for intersections monitoring are also generally
based on cameras, often stereo setups with short baselines, installed or em-
bedded in mobile platforms [61] [3]. Today, new generations of in-vehicle
driving support systems such as cooperative advanced safety systems [30],
based on sensor fusion, are being actively studied for applications at inter-
sections (Figure 1.3) [212]. In the European project INTERSAFE [8], a
mobile platform for accident detection at road intersections was developed
combining a wide range of active and passive sensors. Recently, within
the framework of the project Ko-PER [68] [173], a system combining
laser scanners with low and high resolution cameras has been used to
gather classification information about vulnerable road users. Thus, re-
cent research works about intersections safety systems aims not only to
reduce the risks of accidents, but also to provide solutions for reliable
data collection, as well as innovative technologies for drivers behavior
analysis.

To date, the latest research works on roadside intersection mo-
nitoring [104] [88] have led to the development of some commercial
applications. For instance, the company GRIDSMART claim to built inter-
sections monitoring systems, upon the foundations of simplicity, flexibility
and transparency, with the goal to empower traffic managers. They pointed
out the necessity for traffic professionals to get started easily with new
technologies and use their own computers to design, organize, configure
and manage intersections [70]. This is a perfect illustration of the growing
challenges related to non-intrusive detection and tracking technologies
for intersections monitoring with stationary omni-vision systems. Thus,
the problem of monitoring traffic participants at intersections has moved
toward another level. Nevertheless, the research is still opened, because to
the best of our knowledge none of the existing systems are fully automated,
can provide either complete reliability or robustness.

This thesis involves the development of non-intrusive roadside
monitoring system, with the goal to observe traffic at intersections, analyze
vehicle trajectories in order to identify potential safety issues. In the
following sections, we present the origins of this doctoral project, then
we outline the main scientific contributions of this thesis, and finally we
introduce the thesis overview.

1.1 Thesis Project: roots and motivation
The severity of accidents in rural areas is 5.3 times higher than in

urban areas. In Europe, above 80% of all fatal collisions occur on rural
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Fig. 1.3: Intersection safety systems and trends. New generations of driving
support systems for infrastructure to vehicle communications, as well
as cooperative advanced safety systems are being studied. [86]

roads. In France, intersections represent less than 1% of the distance
traveled by traffic users, but over 10% of accidents. The risk of an accident
is increased tenfold at a rural intersection. This alarming level of danger
at rural intersections brings up a strong social pressure. Therefore road
managers need to identify and understand the problems likely to entail
further critical accidents. However the lack of complete police reports and
the small number of injury accidents collected, make it difficult to analyze
accidents processes and understand the causes. Besides, the audition of
the drivers involved in the accidents is not possible or erroneous, because
of their state of chock and the gravity of the accident. As a result, road
managers have a lack of data to take appropriate decisions. Thus, there is
a need for systems capable of performing fast preventive safety diagnosis
at intersections, before the occurrence of dramatic accidents. Road man-
agers also want tools that allow before-after accidents countermeasures
efficiency evaluation.

The origins of these research works started about ten years ago
with the project "CARREFOUR". In early 2007, experts-researchers from
the Infrastructure and Multimodal Transportations Systems at Cerema1,
developed a tool to evaluate the safety at rural crossroads [122]. This
precursor project involved the development of a non-intrusive near-miss
traffic conflicts registration system (Figure 1.4). It uses traffic sensors,
speed radars on the main road and pneumatic tubes on the minor axes, to
detect vehicles. Data coming from both types of sensors, the radars and the
road tubes, are transmitted through local wireless networks to a central
processing unit. Then, an algorithm calculates the time to collision in
order to identify near miss accidents. Finally, a video recorder framework
is activated few seconds before and after the detected incident. The video

1Cerema, http://www.cerema.fr/
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Fig. 1.4: Near-miss accident detection system diagram and example [122]

recorded allows a qualitative analysis to determine whether the near-miss
accidents result from a driver error or a road design issue. Furthermore a
risk indicator was proposed, mainly based on the number of conflicts in a
given period and the speed of vehicles.

The system developed within the project "CARREFOUR", as de-
scribed above, requires important sets of sensors. However it was prone to
important false-positive recordings, often caused by the pneumatic tubes
wrong detections or by abrupt vehicle motion. Therefore, a considerable
amount of time was required by operators to verify the near-miss accidents
and conflicts candidates recorded by the system. In addition, the results
are also affected by parameters set at initialization, such as the collision
confidence interval. Moreover, the video-recording framework only comes
at the very end, as an output to the complete system.

This doctoral thesis has been co-funded by the French region Nor-
mandy and Cerema (projects RoadTrack and DAISI). This thesis is the
follow-up - but with a novel philosophy - of the precursor project "CAR-
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Fig. 1.5: System description and main objectives of this thesis

REFOUR" described above, for safety diagnosis at rural intersections. The
first requirement in this thesis, is the exclusive use of omnidirectional
cameras - in the place of speed radars and pneumatic tubes - for the
complete pipeline: acquisition, monitoring, automatic analysis, toward
risk-assessment. The automation of the proposed solution was also neces-
sary to avoid time consuming manual setup or verifications by an operator,
in order to ensure accurate processing. In this thesis, we have imagined
and developed a wide-baseline stereoscopic system using fisheye cameras.
The main outputs required are vehicle trajectories and speeds at the inter-
section. Our goal is to provide robust and accurate vehicle motion data,
which can later be used by road managers to perform safety diagnosis at
rural intersections.

1.2 Major Contributions
The ideas presented in this document can be interesting to the

intelligent transportations systems and computer vision communities. Se-
veral topics are discussed ranging from pixel-level to object-level analysis
(Figure 1.6). This thesis work presented herein, introduces several key
contributions to the literature regarding traffic monitoring with wide-angle
cameras in general, and specially in the context of rural intersections.

• Interesting reviews have been proposed about traffic monitoring and
its applications in general [95] [176] [21] [167]. But to the best
of our knowledge, none of these surveys paid a particular attention
to intersection-like scenarios at a large scale. Our first contribution
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Fig. 1.6: Keywords map of different topic covered in this thesis

to the state-of-the art is a deep analysis of the specific challenges of
vision-based traffic monitoring of intersections, with a special focus
on roadside omnidirectional camera-based systems

• In order to compute 3D trajectory and motion information accu-
rately, at least 2 cameras are needed. In this thesis, we introduce a
non-intrusive and flexible Wide-Baseline Fisheye-Stereo monitoring
system. The cameras are installed in the corners of the intersection
directly on the available infrastructure. This flexible configuration
allows a compromise between easiness of setup and monitoring qual-
ity and offers a multi-view perception which strengthens vehicles
evidence.

• The large distance between the cameras in our system brings up
important additional challenges, related to calibration, vehicle de-
tection and tracking, and for which we have proposed innovative
algorithms and solutions. In particular, the problem of the extrinsic
calibration, meaning the estimation of the relative pose between the
cameras with 6 degree-of-freedom, arises as a major aspect of this
thesis. In fact, the extrinsic calibration is compulsory in order to
achieve metric localization of vehicles, in the objective of trajectory
and speed estimation at absolute scale. Therefore, a big part of
our work involved the proposal and the development of a practical
self-calibration approach based solely on traffic flow analysis. This
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part of the work is based upon the key idea that vehicles assumed
undergoing straight-planar motion, can be used as dynamic cali-
bration objects. Thus, we have introduce an approach to recover
automatically the rotation and the translation between the cameras
once installed at the intersection. Our approach applies the spher-
ical camera model and requires no prior knowledge of the scene
geometry.

– First of all, we propose a method to compute the rotation be-
tween the cameras by matching a trihedon of vanishing points
estimated in each camera frame. For this, we also introduce
two novel methods to compute these key features in our work:
the Spherical RANSAC-based Vanishing Point algorithm (S-VP-
RANSAC), and the scale-invariant pixel-wise Vanishing Point
algorithm (SIP-VP).

– Then, provided the rotation between the cameras, we introduce
a vehicle-related virtual plane-like matching strategy to recover
the translation at scale between the cameras.

• Extensive evaluations concerning the calibration results show the
advantages of the proposed method. A first evaluation in the lab
environment is achieved with comparison to a ground-plane induced
homography method using a large-scale drawn pattern (only possible
in the lab). A second calibration evaluation of the calibration was
done based on vehicle localization error and distance measurement
on the road surface in real traffic conditions. After quantitative and
qualitative verifications of the extrinsic calibration, the last part of
this thesis is dedicated to the development of a vehicle trajectory
reconstruction module at intersections. Provided the extrinsic ca-
libration between the cameras, vehicles can be localized at metric
scale in the world reference. Consequently we have proposed a
Bayesian framework that uses motion and appearance cues to es-
timate vehicle trajectories and thus compute their speeds. Vehicle
trajectory and speeds are important data that can later be used for
safety diagnosis at intersections.

1.3 Thesis Overview
This work describes a complete wide-baseline fisheye-stereo mo-

nitoring system, intended to observe vehicles, compute their speeds and
trajectories as output in rural intersections. The rest of the thesis is orga-
nized as follows:

• Chapter 2, describes a deep literature review of vision-based traf-
fic monitoring in general, with a focus on roadside intersections
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monitoring setups. Challenges related to camera calibration, scene
perception, vehicle detection and tracking, as well as behavior anal-
ysis are discussed. This analysis lead to the main contributions
presented in this thesis.

• Chapter 3, is dedicated to our monitoring system (setup, modeling).
We formulate the problem regarding the extrinsic calibration of the
proposed wide-baseline fisheye-stereo. We present our algorithms
that allow the estimation of vanishing points, which are key features
in our solution. Then we describe points-correspondence-free ap-
proach to solve the problem, decoupled into the estimation of a pure
rotation and a translation at scale.

• Chapter 4, describes different evaluation experiments carried out
to validate the proposed extrinsic calibration method of the wide-
baseline fisheye stereo. Afterward experiments regarding trajectory
reconstruction and speed estimation, toward safety diagnosis are
presented. The complete system is evaluated with different challeng-
ing datasets both in lab and in real traffic conditions. Results are
discussed and analyzed.

• Chapter 5, is the summary of the work presented in this thesis. Limi-
tations of system and possible future applications are also discussed.
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2Vision-based monitoring

of intersections: a review

„To raise new questions, new possibilities, to

regard old problems from a new angle,

requires creative imagination and marks

real advance in science

— Albert Einstein

This chapter presents extensive literature review about several
aspects of roadside traffic monitoring in general, especially at intersections.
Previous reviews have been proposed regarding traffic monitoring [167]
[21], but none of them gave a special attention to intersection monitoring
issues. First of all we provide an overview of vehicle perception systems
at road intersections, as well as representative related datasets. The
reader is then given an introductory overview of general vision-based
vehicle monitoring approaches. Then, we present a review of studies
related to vehicle detection and tracking in intersection-like scenarios.
Regarding intersection monitoring, we distinguish and compare roadside
(pole-mounted, stationary) and in-vehicle (mobile platforms) systems.
Then we focus on camera-based roadside monitoring systems, with a
special attention to omnidirectional setups. Finally we present possible
research directions likely to improve the performance of vehicle detection
and tracking at intersections.

2.1 Observing vehicles at intersections
In this section, we present the different sensing technologies used

for monitoring vehicles at road intersections (Figure 2.1). We can distin-
guish mainly between active and passive sensors. Active sensors such as
RADAR and LIDAR, consist of a source that emits waves onto the target.
The waves are reflected back by the object towards a receptor. Unlike
active sensors, passive sensors only work as receptors that measure infor-
mation either emitted or reflected by the object. In other words, sensors
such as cameras, that use external energy sources to observe an object
are passive. After a discussion of these sensing solutions, we will present
several datasets that can be used for intersection monitoring studies.
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Fig. 2.1: Vehicle sensing modalities. a) Cameras are passive sensors that measure
the reflected light by vehicles. b) Radar-Lidar are active sensor that
measure a travel time of an emitted wave to the vehicle

2.1.1 Sensing technologies for intersection monitoring

2.1.1.1 Monitoring with RADAR

RADAR stands for RAdio Detection And Ranging, and has been
used to detect objects in intersections-like scenarios [42]. In [8], four
short range RADARs (SRR) placed at each corner of the vehicle and a
long range RADAR (LRR) in front of the vehicle were used (Figure 2.21).
RADAR can help determine the range, the altitude, direction, or speed
of an object. Motion and dynamics parameters are the fundamental cues
for RADAR-based vehicle detection and tracking systems. However it
might cause false detections between different types of objects having the
same motion model. As a consequence, RADAR data can be very noisy
and require extensive post-refinements [8]. Though RADAR designed for
traffic monitoring have a very narrow field of view, they can be robust to
difficult weather and illumination[2].

2.1.1.2 Monitoring with LIDAR

LIDAR stands for Light Detection and Ranging. The use of this
sensing technology for traffic applications and vehicle monitoring has
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increased thanks to the reducing cost of the technology. It is an optical
remote sensing technology which measures properties of scattered laser-
wave to find range and additional parameters of a distant target. The
measurement is based on the estimation of time-of-flight of a laser wave.
Thus, it can be used to detect stationary as well as moving objects. In [8],
laser beams are classified in a local grid map as static or dynamic in order
to segment moving objects from static ones. In [156], single-row laser
scanners data were used to perform trajectory and behavior analysis of
vehicles passing at an intersection. The system classifies large amounts
of trajectories based on a group of route models built from trajectory
clustering. In [213], 3D clouds acquired from a dense beam scanning
LIDAR mounted on the roof of an autonomous vehicle are used to detect
when the vehicle reach an intersection. LIDAR has proved its efficiency,
providing cleaner data than RADAR, but is sensitive to the environment
and the weather.

2.1.1.3 Monitoring with Cameras

Cameras are widely used for traffic monitoring at intersections
and provide rich visual information. Objects are visible with the camera
because of the light reflexion from their surface onto the vision-sensor. A
point in 3D world reference is mapped onto the image plane reference,
into a 2D point via a projection matrix. For daylight operations, visible
light cameras can be used. However by night or during difficult weather,
a visible light camera is unlikely to meet good performance needs over
extended periods. The use of infrared cameras can be a good solution
for night-time vision, as for instance in the night the temperatures of the
wheels of the vehicle are higher than the isotherm temperature [117].

Camera networks can offer several advantages such as: acquiring
richer data, solving occlusion issues, enabling redundancy. However,
deploying a network requires to take into account critical points such
as: mobility, power consumption, and compulsory spatial and temporal
calibration [142]. In the context of intersections, camera networks are
hardly used.

Omnidirectional cameras have been widely used in many areas
as they possess wider field of view (FOV) than conventional cameras.
However, they have been hardly used for intersection monitoring, as
they introduce several challenges in this context such as: the real-time
analysis of large image provided in a single shot, with highly distorted
objects at variables scales [88]. Moreover, existing roadside systems with
omnidirectional cameras cannot be easily adapted to different types of
intersections [65] without important civil engineering.
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2.1.2 Datasets for traffic analysis at intersections
The interest for traffic monitoring at intersections has kept increas-

ing over the last decade, with an emphasis on environment modeling
and vehicular behavior analysis. The cooperative effort contributes to
the exchange of data and the advances in research. This has led to the
emergence of challenging datasets for evaluation and benchmarking. We
present under this subsection representative datasets that can be used for
vehicle monitoring studies and applications at intersections.

Fig. 2.2: MIT dataset [198] [78] Fig. 2.3: NGSIM dataset [134]

Fig. 2.4: CBSR dataset [81] Fig. 2.5: CVRR dataset [125]

Fig. 2.6: QMUL dataset [78] Fig. 2.7: Ko-PER dataset [173]

Fig. 2.8: KIT dataset [200] Fig. 2.9: Urban tracker [89]

—MIT (Figure 2.2): the traffic dataset from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, is for research on activity analysis of crowded scenes [160],
and has become widely used. It holds nineteen minutes of raw video
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recorded by a stationary camera, divided into 20 clips, including vehicle
traffic at a four-way signalized intersections [198].

—NGSIM (Figure 2.3): the next-generation simulation program was
initiated to develop a core of open behavioral models in support of micro-
scopic modeling and traffic simulation [134] [183]. It includes validation
data that have been used more recently for learning traffic behaviors
and patterns [179] [73] [11] [1]. The overhead intersection cameras
provide multi-view raw video data of intersections, with detailed vehicle
trajectories, as well as supporting behavioral data.

—CBSR (Figure 2.4): the traffic dataset from the Center for Biometrics
and Security Research, provides a single view of a complex intersection,
with several possible entry and exit combinations. It has been essentially
used for motion patterns analysis to predict abnormal behavior [81].

—CVRR (Figure 2.5): the traffic dataset from the Computer Vision and
Robotics Research Lab, provides data for benchmarking unsupervised
trajectory-based activity analysis algorithms: clustering, classification,
prediction, and abnormality detection. This dataset consists of a simulated
intersection, a real highway, as well as two indoor omnidirectional camera
videos. However, the provided trajectories contain only spatial information.
Besides, true activity labels are provided as well as full tracks based
abnormality label and frame-by-frame unusual event information [125].

—QMUL (Figure 2.6): the dataset from Queen Mary University of London
is specifically intended for activity analysis and behavior understanding
[112] [78]. It contains one hour of traffic video collected at a busy
intersection with ground truth.

—Ko-PER (Figure 2.7): the Ko-PER project datasets are meant to generate
a comprehensive dynamic model of the ongoing traffic. The datasets
consist of data from the laser-scanners network and cameras installed at a
public intersection, as well as reference data and object labels. The datasets
are shared for further research in the field of multi-object detection and
tracking [173].

—KIT (Figure 2.8): the intersection traffic datasets from Karlsruhe Insti-
tute of Technology [200] provide eight videos recorded by a stationary
calibrated camera at different location and in various conditions (rain,
snow, fog). The dataset has been mainly used to study vehicle detection
and tracking at intersections [138].

—Urban Tracker (Figure 2.9): the Urban Tracker dataset, shared by
researchers from the École Polytechnique de Montréal, focuses on traffic
research applications. It provides recordings of the traffic scenes, meta-
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data, camera calibration, ground truth, protocols for comparing algorithms,
software tools and libraries for reading the data [89]. There are four
annotated videos sequences of intersections, recorded in different weather
and lighting conditions (Sherbrooke, Rouen, St-Marc, René-Lévesque)
from stationary cameras at different heights. This dataset is suitable for
vehicle and pedestrian tracking at intersections, with several computer
vision challenges.

2.2 General overview of vision-based vehicle

monitoring
Under this section, we review vision-based monitoring in the gen-

eral sense. In the first subsection, we present the major challenges in this
field. In the second and third subsections, we give an introductory review
of vision-based vehicle detection and tracking, respectively.

2.2.1 Challenges of vision-based vehicle monitoring
There are several challenges regarding vision-based vehicle monito-

ring. First of all, the quality of the sensor itself (noise, vibration, image
format and resolution, lighting and optics, color representation, compu-
tation power available [130] [9]) might affect the monitoring process.
Besides, there are important initialization and steps (camera calibration,
image region of interest definition, initial maps) which are context-based.
After a discussion about general initialization and preprocessing issues, we
present challenges intrinsically related to vision-based vehicle detection
and tracking.

2.2.1.1 Initialization and preprocessing challenges

In many camera-based traffic monitoring systems, there are often
compulsory and context-based initialization tasks, such as image format-
ting and rectification or initial map generation [93] [60]. For instance,
in the particular case of omnidirectional cameras, image distortions and
resolution are important issues for real-time systems. In fact, it is neces-
sary to count a large number of pixels, to extract useful regions in the
image, and monitor targets spanning nearly four order of magnitude [65].
Thus, in order to design a robust vision-based monitoring system for traffic
applications, it is required to take into account several parameters and
external factors.

Traffic monitoring systems require calibrated cameras to perform
image to world mapping. Accurate calibration is necessary to estimate
vehicle dimensions and motion parameters. It includes the estimation of
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camera intrinsic parameters on the one hand, and the extrinsic param-
eters on the other hand. While intrinsic calibration can be determined
beforehand, extrinsic calibration need to be assessed once the cameras are
installed [85] [114].

The calibration of roadside cameras mostly relies on geometric
constraints and prior knowledge of the scene. This task is mainly based
on the estimation of vanishing points (VPs), calculated with parallel lines
extracted from specific landmarks such as lane marking. The number of
vanishing points required for calibration depends on the measurement
available on the environment [85] [121] [192]. As a consequence, their
accuracy highly depends on the user inputs and assumptions. A detailed
taxonomy of roadside camera calibration methods is proposed in [94].
These methods cannot be efficiently applied when well-visible patterns
with parallel lines on the road are hardly available. As an alternative,
motion-based VPs estimation has been proposed as a good solution, pro-
vided the assumption of straight and planar motion [53].

2.2.1.2 Vehicle Detection and tracking challenges

Vehicles have different characteristics such as size, color or shape.
A fundamental question at initialization is the choice of an adequate
and robust vehicle feature representation with respect to the application
(blobs [194], set of points [197], or geometric models[22]). In general
the vehicle representation defines the tracking strategy [204]. The most
important goal is the ability to keep vehicle tracks active as long as possible
in the scene. Reliable vehicle tracking is crucial, as it will allow posterior
trajectory analysis and behavior recognition [126].

Through the literature, it appears that vehicle detection and track-
ing are somewhat related tasks. Some methods require vehicle to be
detected first and then tracked, while other strategies use vehicle tracks as
cues for detection. There are several issues that make vehicle detection and
tracking challenging. The major challenges reported are: vehicle occlusion
(vehicle-vehicle, infrastructure-vehicle), changes of vehicle perception
(appearance, camera placement, distortion, size, scale [60]), sudden ve-
hicle motion [149] or sudden change in the environment (illumination,
weather, night time vision) [21], shadow detection and removal [13]
[168] [147].

2.2.2 General review of vision-based vehicle detection
Under this section, we present the general approaches for vehicle

detection. Though many papers in the recent literature have reported
good performance of vehicle detection, it remains a major issue due to the
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several challenges presented above. In general, vehicle detection is fully
performed in two steps: finding foreground entities considered as vehicle
hypothesis, and then verifying these candidates.

2.2.2.1 Vehicle candidate localization

Vehicle candidate localization can require one or several frames.
The different methods can be classified into four categories: background
subtraction, model-based segmentation, feature-based segmentation, motion-
based segmentation. The methods also vary with the system setups. In
monocular vision, appearance-based cues are mostly used to obtain the
vehicle hypothesis frame by frame. Adaptive motion models have also
been often applied to differentiate vehicles from the background [23]
[214]. Whereas in stereo-vision, motion-based methods are the current
trend. In this case, multi-view geometry enables direct measurements
of 3D information. Stereo-vision has been efficiently used to separate
obstacles from the free space, thanks to the disparity maps [102], dynamic
occupancy grids [44], or inverse perspective mapping [108].

Background subtraction

It consists in extracting foreground objects from a single image by
removing a reference background model [196, 40]. The major difference
between background subtraction approaches in the literature, relies in
the way to obtain the background. It can be either static, dynamic, sta-
tistical or adaptive background estimation. There are several problems
related to this task, because of the difficulties to define boundaries be-
tween background and foreground [168]. The most popular background
modeling method is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [171]. It consists
in modeling pixel values over time by a weighted mixtures of Gaussian
[20]. Later, Barnich Olivier et al. introduced a novel approach called: the
universal video background subtraction (ViBe). The model consists in a
set of observed pixel values [13]. The pixels are classified as background
by thresholding the distance from a given pixel and all samples. ViBe
algorithm incorporates a memoryless update policy and is resilient to noisy
data.

Model-based segmentation

It consists in identifying possible foreground vehicles in an image
by fitting vehicle 2D-predefined or 3D-projected shapes to image regions,
without any knowledge of a background model [121] [72]. However,
these direct matching approaches are unrealistic because it is impossible to
have a model for all possible vehicles that may be present in the scene. The
use of probabilistic frameworks [82] [111] [121] or motion information
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[138] [90] [22] along with vehicle models has been often used to reduce
the matching search space.

Feature-based segmentation

Searching by analyzing the geometry or appearance features is
a common method for vehicle candidate localization in the foreground.
Researchers have used texture [74] [208], color [189], shadow [41] [136]
and geometric elements such as corners [87], and symmetry analysis
[77] [18] or fusion of several cues [28]. A good vehicle feature should
be able to capture the distinctive characteristics and be robust enough
to small variations over different background conditions [6]. This is
necessary in order not only to reduce the dimensionality of the data to
be processed, but also the computation time. More recently, new trends
of descriptive features have been used because they enable a more direct
vehicle hypothesis and localization: SIFT [210], ASIFT [79], SURF [175],
Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [145] [33], Gabor features [177]
[119], Haar-like Wavelets [110].

Motion-based segmentation

It consists in identifying moving items in the foreground by search-
ing image regions having significant changes between successive frames
[80]. It uses the pixel-level difference and the temporal information to
extract moving regions. Motion-based hypothesis generation makes use of
temporal information to detect vehicles, and obstacles by matching and
grouping image pixels having the same motion characteristics over con-
secutive frames [87]. It can rapidly adapt to dynamic environments when
temporal changes are important, but it may fail to extract all the represen-
tative pixels in complex scenes (appearance or scale change, shape change,
variable motions, scale change, occlusion or clutter) [205]. Moreover,
generating a displacement vector for each pixel is time consuming and
computationally expensive. The discretization of the image gives better
results and enables real time processing [175].

The optical flow is one of the most popular approach freely available
[19]. It can be seen as the projection of a three-dimensional motion
field onto the image plane. Dense stereo algorithms provide significantly
more information on the 3D environment compared to sparse stereo
methods. The gain in information and precision allows for improved
scene reconstruction and object modeling. However, in order to reduce
computation time, the sparse optical flow is preferred [99], as it considers
only a sets of relevant pixels. The latter generally gives enough information
to formulate the hypothesis about vehicles while being less sensitive to
noise [26] [25] [148]. There have been several adaptations of the optical
flow based on compact shapes such as stixels [10] [55] [141] in order
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to obtain a more comprehensive representation, but also to speed up
the processing. Besides, optical flow can also be used for understanding
complex road scenarios. Geiger et al. [62] introduced the object flow
descriptor which works as an urban traffic classifier, in particular to detect
when vehicles reach an intersection.

2.2.2.2 Vehicle candidate verification

Regardless of the approach selected for identifying potential vehicle
candidates in the foreground, vehicle detection is completely achieved
only after a verification procedure. The latter needs to be performed to
discard false alarms, and ensure that the candidates are actually vehicles.
We discuss vehicle verification techniques in two categories which are sim-
ilarity estimation and discriminative classification. The former calculates
correlation score between a given vehicle candidate and a given template,
while the latter verifies the candidate after a learning process.

Similarity estimation

It consists in using predefined templates, and estimating their cor-
relation between a vehicle candidate region. A similarity is expressed as
the result of vehicle verification [199]. Once a vehicle hypothesis has been
verified, it can be used dynamically as a new template if its correlation
score or reliability exceeds a certain threshold [109]. Three-dimensional
templates can be projected into 2D-templates and matched with images
regions [72], along with probabilistic frameworks [111]. In [121], the
convex hull for 3D vehicle models were generated in the image. The ratio
between convex hull overlap of model and image normalized by the union
of both areas generates a similarity score. Furthermore, 3D-models have
been used as well to verify motion-based vehicle hypothesis [138] [90]. In
[22], N. Buch presented a vehicle detection and classification system for
urban traffic scenes in which: vehicles were detected in each frame using
3D models; then motion silhouettes were extracted and compared to a pro-
jected model silhouette, in order to identify the ground plane position and
classes of vehicles. They tested the system successfully in three weather
conditions and the full system including detection and classification for all
data in various weather achieves a recall of 90.4% outperforming similar
systems in the literature.

Discriminative classification

It consists in learning a decision boundary between two classes of
features. The goal is to distinguish between non vehicles and vehicles
objects. The classification is performed by first learning the appearance
of a vehicle from a training dataset. The training is generally based on
a supervised approach where a large set of labeled positive (vehicle)
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and negative (non-vehicle) images are used. Common techniques used
in recent literature for vehicle verification are: Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [191], Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [98] and AdaBoost [58].

SVM (Support Vector Machines) classifiers are developed based
on the statistical learning theory described in [191]. The idea is to map
the training data of two object classes from the input space into a higher
dimensional feature space. Then an optimal separating hyperplane with
maximum margin is constructed in the feature space to separate the two
classes [119]. Based on a set of trained orientated HOG features, [145]
successfully classified vehicle by orientation, with 88% accuracy. In [178],
Gabor features, which capture the local lines and edges information at
different orientations and scales, were trained on the SVM classifier for
vehicle detection. The evaluation results show that the classifier can
achieve 94.5% detection rate. In [31], the combination of boosted Gabor
features enabled to reach 96% detection rate. By combining Gabor and
Legendre moment features for training an SVM classifier, [211] reported a
better performance of 99% for vehicle detection. In order to reduce the
dimensionality of the data, [188] applied Principal Components Analysis
(PCA). The authors build into a new sub-space a specific vehicle feature
vector. Doing so, they obtain an excellent performance on the SVM training
with 95% accuracy.

ANN (Artificial Neural Network) classifier are less used for vehicle
detection in the late literature. In 2000, [155] proposed a vehicle classifi-
cation system which calculates texture features using the co-occurrence
matrix, within a classification scheme based on multilayer perceptron.
More recently ANN were used as well for infrastructure detection [158] or
for vehicle license plate recognition based on sliding concentric windows
[50]. In [29], a probabilistic neural network framework has been proposed.
The authors reported a maximum performance of 69.38% of successful
automatic detection. They also claimed that the proposed approach has a
substantially higher degree of performance, both qualitative and quanti-
tative, than other state-of-the-art methods. However, ANN-based vehicle
classification are less efficient than SVM-based methods.

Adaboost [57] (Adaptive Boosting) classification was first used to
perform face detection, with a set of Haar wavelet features; in a con-
structed cascade of increasingly more complex classifiers [195]. In [172],
a boosted cascade of weak classifiers is used to analyze the redness of tail
lights by night, in order to detect vehicles on the road. Using a richer set
of Haar features, [202] were able to detect cars and buses with 71% de-
tection rate. Adaboost-based classification schemes have been less studies
in the recent litterature for vehicle monitoring [166].
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2.2.3 General review of vision-based vehicle tracking

2.2.3.1 Vehicle representation and tracking approaches

There are several approaches for vehicle tracking that have been
discussed in the literature. Depending on the vehicle representation, which
ranges from pixel level to object level, four general approaches can be
distinguished: region-based tracking, contour-based tracking, feature-
based tracking, model-based tracking.

Region-based tracking

Regions or blobs can be defined as connected image parts with
distinguishing common properties, such as intensity, color or texture
statistics. Region or blob based tracking aims at tracking vehicles according
to variations of the image regions [204]. An entire region associated to a
given vehicle is tracked over time using appearance, geometrical properties
as well as motion cues. Region-based tracking is computationally efficient
and works well in free-flowing traffic. However, under congested traffic
conditions, complex deformation or a cluttered background, vehicles can
partially occlude one another instead of being spatially isolated [215].

Contour-based tracking

Contour-based tracking algorithms represent objects by their con-
tours, which are simply their boundary, and update these contours dynam-
ically at every time increment. In fact, strong changes in image intensity
generally occur at contours, which make it suitable for tracking purposes.
Contour-based tracking algorithms provide more efficient description of
vehicles than region-based algorithms: by reducing the computational time
and complexity. However contour-based tracking does not perfectly solve
occlusions. Even though vehicle contours can be extracted separately, a
difficult task is to isolate vehicles being tracked if the contours of different
vehicles are merged at some point. It requires an active track grouping
and update policy [149].

Feature-based tracking

Feature-based tracking uses the principle that vehicles can be rep-
resented by a set of features, instead of an entire object. This refers to
the group of methods that perform tracking by first extracting features
in independent images and then matching the features over the frames.
Features can be selected as representative parts of the vehicle, such as
corners, lines, typical shapes. This technique is effective as long as the
selected features are robust enough and can be distinguishable even if the
vehicle is partially occluded at some point in the sequence. As suggested
by [149], the feature-based tracking is suitable for daylight, twilight or
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night-time conditions, as well as different traffic conditions. But since a
vehicle can have multiple features, the major problem resides in defining
conditions that allow proper grouping [60] or clustering of those features
from a given vehicle. The main cues for grouping are spatial proximity
and common motion. Feature-based algorithms can adapt successfully and
rapidly, allowing real-time processing and tracking of multiple vehicles in
dense traffic. Moreover, for a feature-based tracking approach to be reli-
able, it must minimize the risk of mismatches through robust estimation
algorithms.

Model-based tracking

This approach consists in matching a projected model onto the
image, as the vehicle moves frame by frame. This allows to recover
trajectories and models, as well as the pose of the vehicle with higher
accuracy [43] [15]. In [43], a 3D cuboid is used as the vehicle model. The
matching between the measurement and the model is performed by an
intersection of rectangles in the bird’s-eye view, and a corner by corner
matching in the image space. In [15], vehicles are modeled by a cloud of
3D points under the rigid body assumption. The vehicle model is updated
by fusing stereo vision and tracking of image features. The major weakness
is the need for accurate geometric object models. It is however unrealistic
to have detailed models for all vehicles in the traffic, therefore additional
cues are generally added upon initialization [138].

2.2.3.2 Popular algorithms for vehicle tracking

There are powerful mathematical tools for vehicle tracking, that
can be either iterative or non-iterative. Iterative techniques can solve the
correspondence problem between detected vehicles over frames; however
without additional mechanisms they may not fulfill real-time purposes.
Non-iterative approaches are used to overcome such limitations. Moreover,
tracking can be applied based on single, or multiple hypothesis which are
likely to improve the accuracy of the tracker at the cost of computational
power [118]. Most of the trackers use the following steps: initialization
and prediction; observation and data association; track update. We can
distinguish between Matching and Bayesian tracking algorithms.

Matching algorithms

These algorithms use image features to steer a tracking hypothesis
iteratively and therefore tend to refine the state estimation until conver-
gence. In general the goal is to align a given template within the image
frames in order to calculate the displacement iteratively. The popular
Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi tracker uses an appearance-based model on a tem-
plate to track the object. The tracker is based on the early work of Lucas
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and Kanade [113] and was fully developed by Tomasi and Kanade [184].
KLT is a standard for vehicle tracking [149], and still often used in the
recent literature [53] [60] [197] for complex road scenes.

Bayesian tracking algorithms

These algorithms model a state and the related observations as two
stochastic processes. The goal is to estimate the probability of the next
state, given all previous measurements, based on a conditional probabil-
ity density function. The Kalman filter, also known as linear quadratic
estimator [92] is one of the most popular methods [121] [170] [124]
[107]. Because real-life dynamic problems are often non-linear, there
have been several variations of the traditional Kalman filter [69]: the
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) aim
to address the issue of (highly) non-linear dynamic systems [24]. Another
Bayesian framework is the particle filter introduced in [84]. It aims to
generalize the problem of the Kalman filter to non-linear systems [52]
and overcomes the constraint of a single Gaussian distribution of Kalman
filters. This allows to model more complex distributions as well as nonlin-
ear transformations of random variables. The filter can enable multiple
hypotheses propagation between frames by modeling arbitrary probability
density functions based on particle sampling. Several applications of the
particle filter for vehicle tracking can be found in the recent litterature
[120] [27] [135] [12]. Bayesian frameworks for tracking remain however
the trend over the recent literature.

So far, we have presented vehicle detection and tracking in general
traffic monitoring applications. Earlier, we have also introduced vehicle
sensing technologies as well as representative datasets for vehicle monito-
ring studies at road intersections. In the next part, we will focus on the
special case of intersections. We will present challenges brought up by in-
tersection monitoring systems, then we will review in-vehicle and roadside
vehicle detection and tracking by monocular, stereo, and omni-directional
vision.

2.3 Vision-based vehicle monitoring at road

intersections

2.3.1 Challenges arising in the context of intersections
Meanwhile, vehicle monitoring for ITS has been an active research

area for decades and achieved promising results, only a few studies have
been attempted so far for intersections. Vehicle monitoring at intersections,
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either with roadside or in-vehicle systems, is particularly challenging for
many reasons.

2.3.1.1 System setup challenges

These are essentially addressed to roadside systems, for which
camera installation at the intersection needs to be flexible. Existing systems
use generally a single camera looking at an intersection from variable
positions (Figures 2.10, 2.11). Besides, vehicles need to be detected
and tracked from many entry points [121] [104]. Moreover, it is also
necessary that vehicles are visible from a relatively long distance, not just
when they arrive exactly at the intersection; which is not always possible
with traditional video-surveillance cameras. Thus, in order to observe the
entire intersection in a single image, and monitor vehicles approaching
on a long distance (Figures 2.12, 2.13), omnidirectional cameras have
been recently used in this field [66] [88] [197]. However in all these
works, cameras need to be pole-mounted at elevated positions and this
task can be sometimes bulky [66]. Roadside camera systems should
instead be designed to adapt to the infrastructure and must be easily
installable. Thus, design challenges and constraints for camera-based
roadside intersection monitoring are fundamentally: on the one hand, the
easiness of deployment with flexibility to several types of intersections;
on the other hand, the ability to monitor targets approaching from far
distance, through the entire intersection.

2.3.1.2 Computer vision challenges

As many general vehicle monitoring applications, almost all the
existing systems for intersections monitoring require user input at initializa-
tion. Besides, the extrinsic calibration of roadside cameras is still a major
challenge [51]. For a single camera, it refers to recovering the orientation
of the sensor with respect to the road or traffic stream. Whereas in case of
multi-camera systems, extrinsic calibration refers instead to the process
of recovering the transformations that relate cameras to one another in
the network. As defined, the extrinsic calibration is not straightforward.
The main reason for that is the large baseline, which does not allow the
use of traditional calibration grids or patterns on the ground. To the best
of our knowledge multiple-camera networks are hardly used for roadside
intersection monitoring, though they could offer several advantages in
order to accurately track vehicles which can be easily occluded or have
sudden motions [182].

The complexity of vehicle monitoring at intersections is also ampli-
fied due to vehicle motions. In fact, as opposite to highways, vehicles at
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Fig. 2.10: Camera in a corner of the
intersection

Fig. 2.11: Camera in the center of
the intersection

Fig. 2.12: Example view from a fish-
eye camera in a corner of
an intersection [104]

Fig. 2.13: Example view from a fish-
eye camera in the center
of an intersection [88]

intersections can have variable, abrupt motions and can easily be occluded
[193] [149]. Consequently vehicle tracking, trajectory prediction, as well
as learning motion patterns in this context remain challenging and opened
issues [81] [182] [63] [209].

2.3.2 Vision-based vehicle detection at intersections

2.3.2.1 Roadside intersection monitoring systems

Monocular vision

Early studies suggested that automatic monitoring algorithms at
intersections should be based on local analysis of individual vehicle behav-
ior [93]. In this context, adaptive background subtraction methods have
been often used to detect vehicles [194] [193] [123] (Figure 2.15). This
method has proven to be robust enough in case of illumination changes, ca-
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mera noise, moving tree leaves, slow moving objects, but the performance
is generally affected by shadows.

Messelodi et al. developed the system SCOCA which is a flexible
real-time vision system for automating the detection of potentially danger-
ous situations at intersections [121]. In this work, vehicles are detected
using background subtraction by binarizing the gradient of the moving
map, with 90% of successful detection in good conditions. This strategy
makes the process more robust to minor shadows or noise, and does not
require the choice of an adaptive threshold. However, the system cannot
work at night, because lights on the road surface have a major negative
impact on the algorithm. To overcome these issues and develop a system
that may work over long periods even by night, Arvind [117] proposed
the use of infrared cameras (Figure 2.14), alongside two corners and in
the center of the intersection.

In order to improve the performance of the monitoring at intersec-
tions, a multi-camera system has been developed in [181] (Figure 2.17).
Thanks to the overlapping views, the intrinsic and extrinsic camera calibra-
tion are done by matching vanishing points and lines using visible pattern
on the road. Vehicle are segmented based on the Mixture-of-Gaussian
(MoG) algorithm for each camera. Then the segmented blobs inputs from
each camera are matched, in order to give additional evidence of the
vehicle from different angles.

Omndirectional vision

It has been recently introduced for intersection monitoring. A single
omnidirectional camera can replace several traditional video-surveillance
cameras normally required for monitoring large intersections. However
for intersections scene monitoring, a large quantity of pixels is useless and
does not cover the active areas of the scene. Therefore, Ghorayeb et al.
[65] designed an optimized catadioptric vision sensor that increases the
useful surface coverage in the image (Figure 2.20). The mirror-camera
needs to be installed nine meters above the center of the crossroad. The
performance of the system was demonstrated as they obtained 90% of
useful image area, and proceeded to vehicle detection from virtual and real
outdoor data [65]. However, despite this performance, the overall system
deployment remains bulky, with the camera installed at an important
height, and it might not be flexible for different intersections.

Fisheye optics have been more often used for intersection moni-
toring. In [104], the vehicle detection method consists in a background
subtraction and a pixel displacement analysis. Jeffery et al. [88] proposed
a fisheye vision system for data collection purposes about vehicles, motor-
cycles, bicycles, as well as pedestrians. The vision sensor is required to be
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pole-mounted at an elevated position in a corner and directed downward
the road surface. The system enables to view in a single distorted image all
the roads of an intersection. The authors applied background subtraction
and model-based verification. Only objects that move along consistent
trajectories in appropriate directions are kept active and monitored [88]
[197] (Figure 2.19). Lately, the research has evolved and led to the
development of commercial applications for intersection safety, based on
[88] [197], in order to ameliorate the user experience of traffic controllers
[70].

2.3.2.2 In-vehicle intersection monitoring systems

In-vehicle systems are mainly based on stereo-vision setups in-
stalled in front of the vehicle. These platforms with in-vehicle cameras
have been the focus of research in recent years for Advanced Driver As-
sistance Systems and traffic modeling. Barth et al. [15] developed a
stereo-vision in-vehicle system that calculates the optical flow to estimate
trajectories of vehicles represented as rigid 3D points clouds. Aycard et al.,
[8] developed a stereo vision-based demonstrator, for conflict detection at
intersections. In this work, cameras are placed in front looking forward
in a region up to 35m in depth, with 70◦ horizontal field of view (Figure
2.21). A two-level architecture stereo sensor provides 6D-point informa-
tion (3D position and 3D motion) using sparse optical flow of corners.
Paromtchik et al. [139] worked on multimodal vehicle detection, based
on data fusion from telemetric sensors and stereo-vision by means of the
Bayesian Occupancy Filter (BOF). The authors showed that stereo-vision
can enable vehicle detection at up to 10 m and discussed the advantage of
sensor fusion. Muffert et al. [131] proposed to detect vehicles, represented
by dynamic stixels, at a roundabout and warn the driver after time-to-
contact computation (Figure 2.22). Though several demonstrators have
been developed for in-vehicles systems, the technology itself is yet to be
transfered and generalized for public use.

2.3.3 Vision-based vehicle tracking at intersections

2.3.3.1 Roadside intersection monitoring systems

Many tracking approaches for roadside intersection monitoring are
region-based and assume predictable vehicle motions [121]. Feature-based
approaches can be used to handle partial occlusions in intersections [93].
However, the difficulties of grouping features (over-grouping), especially
in far distance from the camera, can introduce important errors during
vehicle tracking at intersections [149] (Figure 2.16).
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Tracking problems in intersections have been often addressed by
the mean of Bayesian frameworks. The Kalman filter was used in [32]
for a multiple-target tracking system at crossroad traffic. The proposed
mechanism constructs candidates measurements list by first matching the
sizes of the measurements and the targets. It is intended for tracking
occluded vehicles without important computational complexity. For each
object in the tracking list that has a vehicle ID, Kalman filtering is applied
to predict its position in the next frame. This method gives an accuracy
higher than 96%.

In [93], vehicle tracking at urban intersections has been tackled
by using Spatial-Temporal Markov Random Field, modeled as a graph.
The input image is reduced to smaller blocks which represent nodes in
the graph. A solution for the object map in the current image, is found
based on the previous frames and the previous object map. The result
is used in a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to detect events like vehicle
collisions. In [192], graph correspondence was also proposed to track
objects segmented by Gaussian Mixture Model. The objects are classified
based on the main orientation of their bounding box. Example images for
different weather conditions are shown without quantitative results.

In [170], the proposed approach was based on Markov Chain Monte
Carlo sampling within a Bayesian framework. First, a foreground map is
computed using background subtraction. A proposal map is computed
from the foreground map indicating likely vehicle centroids. The distance
of points from the boundary of the foreground map indicates the likelihood
in the proposal map. A Bayesian problem is formulated for the vehicle
positions. The proposal eliminates overlapping vehicles in 3D space and is
evaluated by the match between foreground map and projection silhou-
ettes of the 3D models. Tracking between frames is performed by a Viterbi
Optimisation algorithm which finds the optimal track through the set of
solutions for every frame.

In [121], the system uses explicit 3D modeling to track vehicles
at intersections. The 3D models are used to initialize an object list for
every fifth frame based on the convex hull overlap of model projection and
motion map, with the camera calibration information. A feature tracker
follows the detected objects along some frames before a new initialization
takes place. The tracker is used to speed up operation, as the 3D operation
would not be fast enough to operate on every frame in real time. The
performance was evaluated on 45 minutes of video from two different
sites, with 91.5% reliability of the vehicle counter on test data.

In [149], interest points are tracked independently at urban inter-
sections by the mean of KLT algorithm. This provides robustness against
errors in the background estimation and can deal with changing viewing
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a) b) c)

Fig. 2.14: a) Vehicle detection from a visible camera - b) effects of headlights in night time vision - c)
example use of vehicle detection with infrared cameras by night using the hypothesis of wheels
temperatures [117] (2005)

Fig. 2.15: Vehicle detection and tracking at in-
tersections by 3D-connected compo-
nents analysis [123] (2005)

Fig. 2.16: A feature-based vehicle tracking at
intersections [149] (2006)

Fig. 2.17: A multi-camera tracking system at
intersections [181] (2013)

Fig. 2.18: Intersection monitoring with large per-
spective deformation [60] (2014)

angle, as no prior assumption to the constellation of feature points is made.
The tracking performance is reported between 85% and 94%.

2.3.3.2 In-vehicle intersection monitoring systems

For in-vehicle systems it appears that Bayesian frameworks are more
common. In [3] [15], both motion and depth information are combined
to estimate the pose and motion parameters of an oncoming vehicle,
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Roadside
works

Sensor setup Method Description

(2000)
Kamijo et
al. [93]

Monocular vi-
sion

Frame differencing by
Spatio-Temporal Markov
Random Field

The algorithm was evaluated on real traf-
fic images, with no assumption of any
physical models like shape or textures.
They performed multiple vehicle detec-
tion and tracking at intersections with oc-
clusion and clutter effects at the success
rate of 93%–96%

(2004)
Messelodi
et al.
[121]

Monocular vi-
sion

Frame differencing Motion segmentation by estimating the
moving map. The performance of detec-
tion and classification is over 90 % in
good weather. The system does not work
during night.

(2005)
Arvind M.
[117] [2]

Monocular vi-
sion (visible
and infrared)

Adaptive background
subtraction

Region-based segmentation by iterative
thresholding, for real-time vehicle trajec-
tory estimation at rural intersections. At
night, infrared cameras are used to detect
vehicle wheels.

(2005)
Heikki et
al. [123]

Monocular vi-
sion

Adaptive background
subtraction

Velocity profiles of each vehicle is com-
puted from a series of consecutive images.
The system cannot deal with cast shadows
or occlusions.

(2006)
Saunier et
al. [149]

Monocular vi-
sion

Motion-based segmenta-
tion (feature vertices)

Points tracks (temporal series of coor-
dinates) are grouped together to gene-
rate vehicle hypotheses. Authors re-
ported 88.4% of occluded vehicles de-
tected. They explained that most error
are introduced by feature over-grouping

(2014) Fu-
ruya et al.
[60]

Monocular vi-
sion

Background substraction
+ Motion segmentation

Motion segmentation by KLT and corner
feature grouping based on similar veloc-
ity profiles. Vehicle detection with 56%
accuracy. The large error is attributed to
the large perspective deformation (Figure
2.18)

Tab. 2.1: Selected representative roadside systems for traffic monitoring at intersections
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Fig. 2.19: Real time multi-vehicle tracking
at Intersections from a fisheye ca-
mera [197] (2015)

Fig. 2.20: Vehicle detection with an optimized catadiop-
tric cameras. A major drawback is the unnat-
ural image as well as the height of the sensor
[65] (2009)

Omni-vision systems Description of the methods

(2006) Lee et al.
[104]

Tracking in image domain by particle filter and motion dynamics
– Important failure caused by appearance changes. Not robust
to various weather conditions.

(2009) Ghorayeb et al.
[65]

Pole-mounted optimized catadioptric camera providing 90% of
useful image area – Detection by background subtraction

(2011) Gee et al. [88] Pole-mounted at variable elevated positions – Detection by back-
ground subtraction – 3D-model based tracking

(2015) Wang et al.
[197]

Fisheye camera at variable elevated positions – Commercial
application – Detection by background subtraction and motion-
based verification – Tracking by KLT algorithm with concept of
grafting and identity-appearance under constrained motion.

Tab. 2.2: Omni-vision based systems for intersection monitoring

including the yaw rate, by means of Kalman filters. In order to cover the
dynamic range of a vehicle, an Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) filtering
is proposed. It is able to automatically choose the right motion model for
typical urban scenarios. Moreover, a gauge consistency criteria, as well
as a robust outlier detection method allowing for dealing with sudden
accelerations and self-occlusions during turn maneuvers is introduced.
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a) b)

Fig. 2.21: Intersection safety platform developed in the project INTERSAFE a)
sensor setup - b) Mapping and moving objects detection results [8]
(2011)

Fig. 2.22: Vehicle tracking by dynamic stixels and time-to-contact computation
(typical situation where the ego-vehicle E has to consider both cars A
and B) [131] (2012)

In [8], the authors deal with tracking multiple objects in an inter-
section like-scenario from a movable platform. A data association step is
first performed in order to assign new objects to the existing tracks, and
then optimized thanks to information provided by stereo vision. In fact, at
an intersection there may be many objects moving in different directions,
vehicles may be crossing or waiting to cross in a direction perpendicular to
other oncoming vehicles. Tracks are validated or deleted using the outputs
from the data association step. In addition, an on-line adapting version
of Interacting Multiple Models (IMM) filtering technique is adopted: four
Kalman filters are used to handle four motion models (constant velocity,
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Fig. 2.23: Vision-based infrastructure detection with in-vehicle systems. Illustration of a stereo-
based motion descriptor that registers flow vectors overtime by visual odometry
(top row). Then votes cast by flow vectors are accumulated into an histogram to
detect when the vehicle reaches an intersection detect whether a vehicle reaches an
intersection (bottom row) [62] (2011)

constant acceleration, left turn and right turn). The output of the tracking
process consists of: position and velocity information of the ego vehicle
along with a list of moving object with their respective position, orienta-
tion, velocity and classification information as well as a reference to their
instance in the previous frames.

In [3], a generic system for vehicle tracking, in which objects are
modeled as rigid 3D point clouds moving along circular paths [131] was
proposed. An extended Kalman filter is used for estimating the pose and
motion parameters, including velocity, acceleration, and rotational velocity
in terms of yaw rate. This feature-based approach also includes geomet-
rical constraints that require the estimated object pose to be consistent
with object silhouettes derived from dense stereo data. The Kalman filter
allows for modeling a particular expected dynamic behavior of a tracked
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In-vehicle Works Sensor setup Method Description

(2009) Barth et
al. [3]

Stereo vision Optical flow - Mo-
tion cues for clus-
tering 6D points

Vehicles are represented as rigid 3D
points clouds, which are grouped
based on common motion. Real-
time dense stereo disparity maps
provide compact stixel world repre-
sentation.

(2011) Aycard
et al. [8]

Stereo vision Sparse optical flow
of corners features

A two-level architecture providing
6D-point (3D motion and 3D posi-
tion) information for obstacle detec-
tion

(2012) Muffert
et al. [131]

Stereo vision Dynamic Stixels. They are extracted from a stereo im-
age using SGM along with motion
data (optical flow or 6D-vision esti-
mations)

Tab. 2.3: Selected representative in-vehicle systems for traffic monitoring at intersections

instance at intersections, where there are typically two options: straight
motion or turn movement. The former is best modeled by a stationary
process of constant velocity linear motion, while turning vehicles require
higher-order motion models.

2.3.4 Vehicle behavior analysis at intersections
Behavior analysis and assessment are major applications of inter-

section monitoring systems. Generally speaking, safety assessment is a
process of finding hazardous locations, detecting accidents and underlying
causes using several data sources such as crash report and conflict stud-
ies. Traditional methods which rely on manual data collection - survey
forms, human field observations or user interviews - have been often used.
Manual data collection, while providing rich behavioral cues, has a high
monitoring cost since people must be hired for field observations. The data
collection method requires significant time to record useful information
through forms, interviews, surveys, and accident reports which limit the
number of locations that can be analyzed. Further, while human analysis
is often used as a ground truth, this may only be true over limited time
scales since there is a possibility of miscalculation or missing an event due
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to fatigue or other human factors. Hence, automated analysis is better
suited for long-term analysis but generally provides less detailed data
measurements with less semantic meaning.

Several vision-based intersections monitoring systems are intended
to count traffic participants classified in different categories [197]. How-
ever, the goal of most intersection monitoring systems is to analyze the
interactions between vehicles at intersections in order to detect abnormal
events and prevent accidents. Thus, a robust event detection algorithm
must be independent of geometric factors, such as geometry of the inter-
section, angle of video camera, and position where the accident occurred
[93].

Fig. 2.24: Pyramidal traffic safety hierarchy [180]

Conflict and accident analysis are the most frequent addressed
topics for vision-based behavior analysis and safety assessment at in-
tersections. Generally a potential accident or collision is defined as an
observable situation in which two or more road users approach each other
in space and time to such an extent that there is a risk of collision if
their movements remained unchanged [180]. A hierarchical concept of
safety analysis based on critical observations has been discussed in [180]
[180] (Figure 2.24). A recent review of safety analysis at intersections
[163], shows that the most popular safety measurements indicators used
in intersections related studies [163] are: Time To Collision (TTC, the time
for two vehicles to collide if they continue at their present speeds on their
paths), Distance To Intersection (DTI, the distance until a vehicle reaches
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to stop bar with current speed on a minor road), Time To Intersection (TTI,
the time remaining until a vehicle reaches the stop bar with its current
speed on a minor road). These indicators are often computed from vehi-
cle trajectories, along with speed and acceleration parameters, for both
roadside and in-vehicle systems. In fact, trajectories provide consistent
information about vehicle behavior at intersections.

Roadside vision-based vehicle behavior analysis required exploits
mostly vehicle trajectories to detect conflicts, but may require manual ini-
tialization [162]. In [159], a typical framework is developed to facilitate
manual analyses from the video recordings by only providing detection
files, typical paths, distance and conflict points. After tracking and recog-
nizing paths, pedestrian and vehicle trajectories are extracted and their
counting, behavior and safety information are estimated. The evaluation
is based on estimated speed profile, turning movement count, waiting
time, TTI and TTC (Figure 2.25). The proposed system is semi-automatic
but allows a comprehensive solution for video based behavior, safety and
counting analyses at intersections with high accuracy. In [146], vehicle
to vehicle conflicts are assessed by calculating TTC (Figure 2.27) from
trajectories. Besides, probabilistic trajectory learning is a common tech-
nique to detect abnormal situations. In [151], a roadside system which
relies on two databases was presented. First, a trajectory database, where
the results of the vehicle tracking module are stored, with the generation
of a distribution over possible future positions given previous positions
for each road user at any instant. Second, an interaction database is cre-
ated, where trajectories relations between road users are considered with
several indicators. In addition, the knowledge about regular road user
motion patterns are used to reduce the possibilities, in order to propose
more realistic and accurate motion prediction (Figure 2.26).

Fig. 2.25: Illustration of trajectories and traffic conflict points detection with a
typical video-based framework [159]

For in-vehicles systems, trajectory prediction can be as important
as scene understanding [105]. In [63], a conditionally independent prob-
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Fig. 2.26: Probabilistic collision prediction for roadside intersection monitoring.
left: training of traffic conflicts using prototype trajectories – right: an
example of movement prediction, the vehicle trajectories are red and
blue, with a dot marking their position, and the future positions are
respectively cyan and yellow. [151]

Fig. 2.27: Automated roundabout safety analysis by traffic conflict estimation
(TTC). Vehicle trajectories are computed used to determine differ-
ent classes of conflicts (top row). The (Color) Conflicts points are
estimated and analyzed, per type or in a heat map [146]

abilistic model that integrates a fusion of multiple cues was proposed
(Figure 2.28). On the one hand it allows autonomous vehicles to estimate
the layout of urban intersections based on in-vehicle stereo vision. On the
other hand, vehicle motions are learned using maximum likelihood and
contrastive divergence in order to infer driving directions. The estimation
of time-to-contact (TTC) is a good indicator of a potential conflic, and
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generally compared with the commonly used total reaction time of 2 sec-
onds. In [131], the goal was to predict whether a safe entrance into the
roundabout is possible or not, in front of the ego-vehicle. A least square
mechanism is used to fit a cluster of vehicle trajectories over time. The
TTC is obtained as the ratio of the length of the circular fitted arc by the
mean velocity (Figure 2.30). In [8], a dynamic circle-based strategy has
been used for frontal and lateral collision prediction. In this project, the
host vehicle and dynamic objects are represented as circles. A potential
collision is detected when the host vehicle circle intersects at least one
circle of the dynamic objects at the same time (Figure 2.29).

Fig. 2.28: Use of appearance and motion feature cues to infer the road layout
and the location of traffic participants in the scene from short video
sequences. [63]

Fig. 2.29: Example of a potential collision between the host vehicle (red circle
on the bottom) and another vehicle (green circle on the bottom right)
[8]
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Fig. 2.30: Extract of a sequence: typical scene with an incoming vehicle at a
roundabout. On the right side: the results of the clustering process
and the TTC computation is shown for each scene [131]

2.4 Summary and discussion of future trends

of traffic monitoring at intersections
The current state-of-the art of vehicle detection and tracking at

intersections can be broken into two categories: roadside and in-vehicle
systems. There have been several advances in both areas and many papers
have reported excellent statistics, however the monitoring performance is
still affected in many cases by the environment (illumination, shadows,
night time), scene structure (large baseline, different intersections types)
and particularly by the vehicle motions at intersections (occlusion, change
in appearance, abrupt motions).

2.4.1 Roadside systems vs In-vehicle systems

2.4.1.1 System setup

Roadside systems consist generally in pole-mounted cameras fixed
on masts, sometimes in the corner or in the center of the intersections.
Most of existing systems are not designed to be flexible to different types of
intersections and do not offer a wide field of view at the intersection. In the
recent literature, omnidirectional cameras have been used. Furthermore,
in most studies related to roadside intersection monitoring, a user is
required to execute several preprocessing tasks. Therefore, the accuracy
of the detection methods highly depends on the parameters set by the
user. A challenge would be to develop automatic calibration methods and
a general pipeline for traffic monitoring at intersection that would require
the least human intervention. Roadside monitoring systems are intended
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to work for many hours, therefore data storage and transmission must be
optimized to fulfill this requirements [121] [212].

In-vehicle systems for intersection monitoring are developed for
Advanced driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). Vision-based systems in this
category use stereo setups in order to monitor traffic in front of the vehicle
when it reaches the intersection. Cooperative sensor fusion with Lidar and
Radar, has been commonly used in this area lately. Also, these systems are
generally intended for research and are hardly immediately available for
general public use.

2.4.1.2 Vehicle detection and tracking methods

For roadside applications, most real-world vehicle detection systems
are based on variations of background subtraction algorithms. This is
because methods such as model-based detection have a high computational
complexity and barely meets the real time requirements [197]. However,
background subtraction can result in important segmentation errors for
cluttered scenes and occluded vehicles. Therefore, in the recent literature
of roadside systems, vehicle tracking are mainly based on sparse feature
matching with the popular KLT algorithm. Additional motion, model cues
and prior knowledge of the scene are also necessary to accurately group
features and correctly classify traffic participants.

For in-vehicle applications, the first objective is the detection and
tracking of upcoming or turning frontal vehicles. Motion cues have been
mostly used with different adaptations of the optical flow. Once vehicles
are detected, they are generally tracked using generic Bayesian algorithms,
especially Kalman and particle filters. The optical flow has also been used
to detect when vehicles arrive at an intersection (Figure 2.23).

2.4.1.3 Worthiness of omnidirectional vision for intersection

monitoring

Omnidirectional vision allows to monitor an entire intersection,
but introduces several challenges because of the large amount of visual
information obtained in a single image. There are few omnidirectional
vision-based systems for intersections monitoring. An optimized cata-
dioptric camera and fish-eye optics have been used within the recent
literature.

A network of calibrated omnidirectional cameras could be used to
obtain rich 3D/4D reconstruction of intersections; which has not been
done in any related works. This would allow to improve the accuracy of
vehicle monitoring at intersections and can be generalized to any type of
intersections. It would also provide an excellent realistic augmented map
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of the traffic at the intersection. Finally, the system would also need to
be flexible to different types of intersections, robust to difficult weather,
without requiring important civil engineering, and regular maintenance.
That is to say that the design of a real-time omnidirectional-vision based
vehicle detection and tracking system, flexible to intersections geometries
and easily reconfigurable, remains a research subject worth exploring for
intelligent transportation systems.

2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a review of vision-based vehicle

detection and tracking systems for intersection monitoring. There has
been an increase of studies focused on intersections over the last decade,
with both in-vehicle and roadside systems. The former are often based
on stereo-vision, whereas the latter use generally monocular vision and
more recently pole-mounted omnidirectional cameras. Omnidirectional
cameras provide a wide field of view and can be used to monitor all the
roads of an intersection in a single image. However there are several
computer vision challenges that arise when using omnidirectional cameras
at intersections. In particular, it is necessary to process a large amount of
visual information in real time and to monitor objects that have variable
scales in the same image and can have different motion patterns. At the
same time, it is also necessary to take care of classical vehicle detection
and tracking issues caused by occlusion, presence of shadows, abrupt
changes in the environment or the scene. There are major possible con-
tributions directions, especially for stationary systems: the automation of
the initialization steps such as camera calibration by directly exploiting
vehicles motions; the development of a framework for general fusion of
active and passive sensors for night time vision and difficult weather; the
development of a plug-and-play tools for fast diagnosis. Besides, the use
of multi-cameras systems has been hardly investigated for intersections,
certainly due to the large baselines. Multiple omnidirectional cameras
could be used in a calibrated network, to facilitate the detection of oc-
cluded vehicles and improve their evidence from several views. Moreover
multiple-view geometry could be studied to improve the accuracy of the
monitoring, using 3D and 4D reconstruction at the intersection.

Based on this analysis, the main contribution of this thesis involves
the development of an omnidirectional stereo-vision system for roadside
intersection monitoring, with the goal to provide as output vehicle tra-
jectories and speeds. In this context, the problem of extrinsic calibration
arises as a complex challenge. The next chapter is dedicated to the pre-
sentation of the monitoring system proposed in this thesis. We formulate
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the extrinsic calibration problem, decoupled into the estimation of a pure
rotation and a translation at scale between the cameras, and we describe
the different steps for its resolution.
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Part II

Wide-baseline Fisheye-Stereo

for Road Intersection Monitoring



3Our Monitoring System:

setup, modeling and

extrinsic auto-calibration

„We view things not only from different

sides, but with different eyes; we have no

wish to find them alike.

— Blaise Pascal

Compared to human binocular vision limited to 120° in average,
some animals, both predators and prays, have developed wide-angle vision,
nearly up to 360° for some birds. Indeed, a large and correct perception
is essential, to better analyze and understand the environment, in order
to detect and react to potential danger that may come from any direction.
Early concepts of wide-angle image formation appeared at the end of the
18th century with the first panoramic painting. But it was not before the
middle of the 19th century, with the burgeoning field of photography, that
the first original idea of the omnidirectional vision sensor was introduced
[132]. With the field of artificial imaging, wide-angle perception has
deeply evolved in various areas. There are several ways to obtain an
omnidirectional image, which can be classified into the following three
popular categories:

• mosaicing from multiple images: it is possible to generate a wide-
angle image, by stitching a sequence of images, acquired either from
a rotating camera or a multi-camera system. The first strategy has
become a standard functionality available on smartphones. For the
second strategy, a well-known example of panoramic vision sensor
is the PointGrey Ladybug which reconstructs an image from six
single lenses (Figure 3.1-a). One advantage of multi-lens panoramic
imaging is the possibility to achieve high spatial resolution. However,
the quality is highly constrained by several factors, such as the
complexity of large-scale perspective image stitching or issues related
to multi-camera cross-calibration.

• dioptric cameras with wide angle lenses: the most popular are
the fisheye cameras which allow to obtain an omnidirectional image
in a single shot. They reproduce a circular image with a field of view
close to 180 degree (Figure 3.1-b, top row). A single fisheye camera
does not provide a complete panoramic view of the environment.
In recent years, a company named Giroptic, has developed imaging
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a) Stitching-Panoramic (Ladybug)

b) Fisheye (dioptric)

c) Catadioptric

Fig. 3.1: Example of omnidirectional imaging systems: a) panoramic stitched image obtained
with a Ladybug camera; b) top row illustrates a typical fisheye camera with resulting
image (simulated [54]) - bottom row presents a Giroptic iO full 360 degree clip-on
video camera for smartphones; c) a catadiopric camera and the output image [154]
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plug-and-play devices, which connect to smarthphones and produce
full 360 degree images, based on multi-fisheye image stitching (Fig-
ure 3.1-b, bottom row). This is testament to the compactness of
fisheye cameras, which are also perfectly suitable for roadside traffic
monitoring.

• catadioptric cameras: these types are popular for mobile robotics
applications [46][154]. They are a combination of a perspective
camera and a mirror, and provide nearly 360 degree field of view
with a single image (Figure 3.1-c).

Omnidirectional cameras have gained interest in the field of in-
telligent transportations. However from the state-of-the-art, it appears
roadside intersection monitoring systems are essentially based on monocu-
lar perspective vision [164, 161]. Intersections are the area of the road
network with the most conflict points, where vehicles can have several mo-
tion types and abrupt trajectories. They are extremely dangerous though
drivers spend a small proportion of time traveling them. Rural intersec-
tions, with higher speed limitations, account for a considerable part of
the intersection safety problem. Besides, drivers errors represent a major
cause of the crashes that occur at intersections. Thus, there are growing
challenges related to non-intrusive traffic monitoring at road intersections,
especially with omnidirectional cameras [47].

Omnidirectional cameras allow to capture in one shot more visual
information of a scene. With these cameras, it is possible to monitor several
roads of an intersection at the same time. However the image is highly
distorted and it results in a strong variability of the vehicle appearance
in the image (Figure 3.2). This is a major issue for vehicle monitoring at
intersections. There are few previous works related to traffic monitoring
at intersections with wide angle cameras (catadioptric [66] and dioptric
[104] [88] [197] vision sensors). It is also important to point out that in
all these works, the camera is pole-mounted at an important height above
the ground. These works often achieve vehicle detection by background
subtraction [66] [197] [88] and vehicle tracking by Bayesian filtering in
the image domain [104] or by 3D-models matching [88]. In [197], the
concept of identity-appearance is introduced under-constrained motion to
improve the tracking and data-association between frames. However these
works barely provide results at metric scale. Besides, in general a single
camera might not be enough to deal with static or dynamic occlusion. But
to the best of our knowledge, multi-cameras or stereo-vision systems at
intersections have been hardly studied [181].

In this thesis, we present our flexible monitoring system composed
of two synchronized fisheye cameras installed in the corners of the inter-
section, not higher than two and a half meter. This is one of the main
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Fig. 3.2: Vehicle appearance variability in fisheye images (synthetic data from [54])

differences compared to some existing works, where the vision sensor is
generally required to be placed on high masts, sometimes up to ten meters.
Three main criteria were to be considered in the proposal of our fisheye-
stereo sensor: the easiness of installation especially for non-specialists,
the adaptability to the infrastructure allowing to fit different intersections,
and the monitoring quality. The complete system requires no drastic civil
engineering and can be installed without disrupting the traffic. However,
this configuration brings up a problem: the large baseline between the
cameras which sometimes can exceed twenty meters. And in this context,
the question of calibration arises as major challenge.

Camera calibration is an important task for roadside vision-based
traffic monitoring. It is often divided into two closely related parts: the
intrinsic calibration which gives the camera model parameters; and the
extrinsic calibration. For a single camera, the extrinsic calibration generally
refers to recovering the orientation of the sensor with respect to the road.
Whereas in case of multi-camera systems, like in our case, it refers to
recovering the transformation that relates cameras to one another. While
the intrinsic calibration parameters can be estimated prior deployment, the
extrinsic calibration needs to be estimated once the cameras are installed.
For traffic camera calibration, many solutions require user inputs and prior
knowledge of the scene geometry to achieve accurate calibration, in order
to derive traffic parameters [94] [169]. The quality of the calibration
highly depends on the accuracy of these initializations. Thus, there is a
need for semi or fully automatic systems [53]. The more automated the
better, in order to ease the work of traffic managers.

As defined, the extrinsic calibration task is not straightforward. The
estimation of the extrinsic calibration parameters for stereoscopic sensors,
and especially with wide-angle cameras, is a well studied topic in the
literature. However the existing popular techniques are mostly applied
for short baseline multi-camera rigs, with overlapping field of view. In
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practice the calibration can be achieved by taking pictures of a specific
calibration object or pattern at different positions near the sensors [59],
or by using the infrastructure [75], or the ground plane as reference [97]
[96]. For wide-angle stereo-vision, previous works regarding the extrinsic
calibration generally involve Structure From Motion (SFM) techniques,
using points and lines features [140]. When it comes to traffic monitoring,
these methods are hardly feasible and can be bulky. For our system
especially, the large baseline does not allow the application of traditional
calibration methods which are based on the use of patterns and require
supervision. Indeed, it is hardly conceivable to stop the traffic and to
install a large-scale chessboard pattern on the road surface for calibration
purposes. So generally, the extrinsic calibration for traffic applications is
estimated using several vanishing points (VPs). The latter are computed
thanks to parallel lines extracted from specific landmarks such as lane
marking, or from man-made structures when available [4] [94]. In the
absence of extractable parallel sets of lines, the estimation of vanishing
points can be performed using vehicle trajectories with the assumption of
planar motion [53].

In this chapter we first provide an overview - concise and necessary
to understand our work - of omnidirectional image modeling, especially for
fisheye camera intrinsic calibration. The rest of the chapter is dedicated
to the formulation of the extrinsic calibration problem, in the context
of our challenging wide-baseline stereoscopic omnidirectional system
for rural intersections monitoring. We present our complete solution
to recover automatically the absolute extrinsic parameters of the wide-
baseline fisheye stereo.

3.1 Spherical camera model
A camera projection model describes the bidirectional mapping

between a world point and its corresponding image point. The projection
models for omnidirectional cameras are more complex than perspective
cameras because of the distortions. It results in a non-linear mapping
of a 3D ray and a pixel on the image plane. Distortions are generally
categorized into two types: radial and tangential often negligible. The
estimation of the projection function including the distorting parameters is
referred to as the intrinsic calibration of the camera. It is a necessary step
for several computer vision applications and can be done offline. More
details on the subject of omnidirectional camera and related projection
models can be found in these references [39] [140] [154].
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Fig. 3.3: Intrinsic calibration: generic spherical projection model

There are several intrinsic calibration models for omnidirectional
cameras [140]. In this work we use the spherical camera model. This
model was first introduced by Geyer and Daniilidis [64], and refined for
central catadioptric cameras [14]. Later it has been demonstrated that the
spherical mapping can also be extended to fisheye cameras [206] [39].

To estimate the intrinsic camera parameters, we use the extended
generic polynomial model proposed in [153]. This generic model approxi-
mates the projection model with a parametric function instead of a specific
projection function, regardless of the type of mirror or lens in the optics.
Thus, the selected model allows our approach to be easily generalized to
perspective, catadioptric, and dioptric sensors. As illustrated in Figure 3.3,
the direction of a 3D ray P = (x,y,z) projected into a fisheye image point
(u,v) is given as follows:
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Then the point Ps is obtained on a unitary sphere by normalizing
the vector P = (x,y,z) as follows:
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An important assumption of the model is the axial rotational sym-
metry of the fisheye lens, therefore the polynomial function f can be
written as:
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The polynomial order is set to 4 for the calibration. For a complete
model, the back-projection of a 3D-point onto the fisheye image is obtained
by the inverse function f−1 such as:

f−1(θ) = ρ(θ) (3.4a)
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Thus the projection of a 3D point on the spherical camera toward
the fisheye image is obtained as follows:
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In the model, the fisheye image coordinates (u,v) are defined from
the image center (u0,v0). The authors proposed an affine transformation
to compensate for errors in the camera setting, misalignment between lens
and image plane axis and digitalising artefacts. Pixels coordinates (u,v)

can be transformed into coordinates (u�,v�) defined from the upper left
corner of the image. The inverse affine transformation is also defined.
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The intrinsic calibration of the fisheye camera is done by estimating
the coefficients of the projection function f and its inverse ρ, as well as
the parameters of the affine transformation c,d,e. It is done by taking
several pictures of a pattern at different random positions (Figure 3.4).
The toolbox OcamCalib [152] computes all the parameters by minimiz-
ing the reprojection of corners between black and white squares using
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Figure 3.4). Provided the spherical ca-
mera parameters, the circular fisheye image can be undistorted into a
panoramic image. However in our work, we prefer to work using the
spherical representation (Figure 3.5).
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Fig. 3.4: Intrinsic calibration: Projection function and angle (in the example mean of the reprojection
error computed over all checkerboards is 0.58; sum of squared errors 66.41) - illustration of the
corner reprojection

Fig. 3.5: Intrinsic calibration: qualitative verification by undistorting the image into a panoramic image
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3.2 Problem Formulation: large-baseline

fisheye-stereo extrinsic calibration
Examples of images acquired by the proposed monitoring system

are presented in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. The monitoring sensor is composed
of two synchronized fisheye cameras - (GigE cameras, CMOS, 35.6 fps, 1600×

1200, combined with a high resolution fish-eye lens up to 5 megapixel that offers 360

×185 degrees of viewing) - installed in each corner of the intersection and
connected to a central processing computer over WiFi. The cameras are
placed on tripods, or directly adapted into the infrastructure when possible,
not higher than two and a half meters. This setup allows rapid and flexible
deployment for different scenarios. The monitoring system was first tested
in the lab condition where several experiments were achieved (Figure 3.6).
The system has been used to collect traffic data at risky intersections in
Normandy (Figure 3.7). The multi-view perception of the scene offered
by the system allows to strengthen vehicles evidence even in presence of
occlusion, in difficult environmental conditions. However because of the
large-baseline and the orientation of the cameras, the extrinsic calibration
arises as a main challenge. In fact, as explained earlier in the introduction,
using a calibration pattern is not possible in our context. Instead vehicles
themselves will be considered as dynamic calibration objects. Thus, we
have introduced an alternative novel extrinsic calibration method that is
efficient, and which uses a joint analysis of vehicle motion and appearance.
For generalization purposes we apply the spherical camera model. In this
section, we formulate the extrinsic calibration problem. First of all we
present the following coordinate systems and parameters as is depicted in
Figure 3.8:

Fig. 3.6: Introducing the fisheye-stereo monitoring system - Lab dataset: note
how the occluded black car in the left image is fully visible in the right
image; multi-view data association is also a major issue
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Fig. 3.7: Introducing the fisheye-stereo monitoring system - Rural dataset: seve-
ral roads of the intersection are visible in a single image. Note also how
there are important useless regions in the image covered by vegetation.

Fig. 3.8: Extrinsic calibration: problem formulation

• The cameras (C1) and (C2) are placed respectively at heights h1

and h2. The height is the precise distance between the optical center and
the ground plane. As opposite to previous works [197], in which cameras
should be placed high above the ground up to 10 m, we do not exceed
a maximum height of 2.5 m. This allows to have a good compromise
between easiness of deployment, the adaptability to the infrastructure and
the monitoring quality.

• Two local references are defined vertically bellow cameras (C1)
and (C2), respectively R1=(O1,X1,Y1,Z1) and R2=(O2,X2,Y2,Z2). Note
that the world reference is placed at R1, and the following relations are
verified:
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X2 = −X1;Y2 = −Y1;Z2 = Z1 (3.7)

• The transformation from the cameras (C1) and (C2) with their
respective local mast reference (O1,X1,Y1,Z1) and (O2,X2,Y2,Z2) are:
[R1|T1] and [R2|T2], where R1 and R2 are 3×3 rotation matrices, T1 =

[0,0,h1]T and T2 = [0,0,h2]T are 3×1 translation vectors.

• The extrinsic calibration between the cameras (C1) and (C2) is
given by the transformation [R|T], where T is the extrinsic translation
between the cameras at scale (

−→
AB). We have the following relations:

T = [TX ,TY ,TZ ]T (3.8a)

R = RB
A = (R1)−1 ·R2 ·







−1 0 0

0 −1 0

0 0 1







(3.8b)

Once the cameras are installed, raw measurements of the camera
heights and the extrinsic translation can be obtained. These are approxi-
mate measurements that can provide an initial guess with an uncertainty
window. The extrinsic calibration of the monitoring system is completely
defined once we estimate and refine in the world coordinates: the extrinsic
rotation matrix R, the extrinsic translation at scale T, the camera heights
h1,h2. Next, we will present our approach for the extrinsic calibration.

3.3 Our approach: joint motion-appearance

based extrinsic auto-calibration
We propose a robust approach to estimate the extrinsic calibration,

by considering vehicles on the main road as dynamic calibration objects
undergoing planar motion [165]. We also assume that most vehicles have
a constant velocity or very negligible acceleration when they travel the
intersection on the priority road. The general flowchart is presented in
Figure 3.9. Our method is based on the estimation of key features which
are vanishing points. They are estimated thanks to a joint analysis of the
motion and the appearance of vehicles on the main road.

3.3.1 Vanishing Points Geometry on the Sphere
A set of parallel lines observed under perspective intersect at infinity

in a vanishing point. Vanishing points (VPs) are invariant to translation
and have been widely used to study the geometry of urban environments
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Fig. 3.9: Flowchart of our approach

[5] [207] as well as traffic scenes [94]. On the spherical camera, the lines
project to great circles and the vanishing points result in antipodal points
on the sphere [103] [100]. This has a great advantage as it allows to
determine all vanishing points as finite elements on the unitary sphere. A
great circle can be simply represented by its normal. Lines and vanishing
point detection in omnidirectional cameras have been well studied. The
Hough transform is the most popular technique to extract lines, and it
has been naturally extended to omnidirectional cameras. However there
are some problems regarding this method which are mainly the difficulty
to find a good threshold, and the non-homogeneous resolution of the
Hough parameters space on the sphere [137]. A different approach is
proposed in [16], where lines are constructed from chains of connected
edge pixels projected onto the sphere. A split-merge procedure is applied
to cluster pixels and refine the lines estimates. Besides, there are several
methods to compute vanishing points given a set of lines normals on the
unitary sphere. RANSAC-based methods are efficient and can deal with
large proportion of outliers. For instance in [16], the authors proposed a
real-time RANSAC-based algorithm that estimates three vanishing points
on Google Street View images with buildings, by inherently enforcing their
orthogonality constraint. However, the estimation of vanishing points
becomes a big issue when lines are unavailable in the environment or
simply hard to extract. Therefore we propose an alternative solution.
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3.3.2 Orthogonal trihedron of vanishing points
We propose to estimate three orthogonal directions by consider-

ing vehicles moving on the main road of the intersection as dynamic
calibration objects (Figure 3.10). The method works as a joint motion-
appearance closed-loop feedback framework which refines the estimations
iteratively. The global context of the scene also provides important relevant
information. The first vanishing point represents the first direction of the
road plane and traffic stream, it coincides with the intersection at infinity
of parallel trajectories seen under perspective. The second vanishing point
gives the second direction of the road plane, it coincides with the intersec-
tion of parallel edges support lines seen under perspective orthogonally to
the traffic motion. The third vanishing point represents the normal of the
road plane.

Fig. 3.10: Vehicle-related orthogonal vanishing direction

3.3.2.1 First Vanishing Point (V P1)

The first vanishing point represents the direction of the traffic
motion. For traffic monitoring applications, vehicles trajectories can be
used to generate virtual lines [53]. Figure 3.11 illustrates the process.
Vehicles are first detected using ViBe algorithm, which incorporates a
memoryless update policy and is resilient to noisy data [13] or any other
robust background subtraction method [20]. Then an active contour map
is computed from the foreground objects using Canny algorithm (Figure
3.11-a). Then we apply the popular KLT algorithm to track Harris corner
features. The KLT tracker assumes the inter-frame motion is small, similar
for neighboring pixels, and can be modeled by an affine transformation.
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a) b)

c) d) Mapping on the unitary sphere

Fig. 3.11: Multi-view trajectory analysis framework: (a) Vehicle detection and
moving edge extraction; (b) Raw vehicle tracking (noisy); (c) Multi-
view vehicle trajectories beams extraction (filtering); (d) Mapping on
the unitary sphere.

In other words the pixel intensities of an object will not change between
consecutive frames, allowing the movement between two consecutive
images to bounded withing a small patch of size (2wx + 1) × (2wy + 1),
where wx and wy are integers. Thus, given a pixel (u,v) in the current
frame, the algorithm finds in the next frame the value of the pixel defined
as (u�,v�)=(u� = u + du,v� = v + dv) that minimizes the residual intensity
function eI between the two positions:

eI(du,dv) =
u+wx�

u−wx

v+wx�

v−wx

�

I(u,v)− I(u+du,v +dv)

�2

(3.9)

The pyramidal implementation of the KLT tracker [19] is used
directly on the omnidirectional image and gives good results, without
the need to undistort the image. However, the raw tracker might be
noisy due to the illumination or moving clouds, or fail for few frames
due to occlusion (Figure 3.11-b). In order to improve the quality of the
optical flow, we perform a bilateral error verification and regular update
[60] (Figure 3.11-c). The tracking results in a collection trajectories
beams: {trajk}k:1....n={(ui,vi, t)k}k:1....s, tracked corners positions over
time. These trajectories beams are parallel in the world reference frame,
as vehicles move straight on the main direction of the intersection. The
trajectory density can also be used as a cue to detect the dominant traffic
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stream. We map all the trajectories beams on the sphere using the intrinsic
parameters. The following step allows to estimate the great circles that
best fit each spherical trajectory. This is done by linear regression and
singular value decomposition (Figure 3.11-d).

A great circle is defined as the intersection of the spherical camera
and a plane passing by the center of the sphere. Therefore, for a single
corner trajectory, we want in the first place to find the plane that is as close
as possible to the set of n consecutive corner positions expressed on the
unit sphere (P1, ...,Pn). The proximity is measured by the square sum of the
orthogonal distances between the plane and the corner trajectory points.
Let the position of the plane be represented by a point Pc belonging to the
plane and let the unit vector N be the normal to the plane determining
its direction. The goal is to minimize the orthogonal distance between a
corner trajectory point (Pi) and the plane (Pc,N) such as:

min
Pc,||N||=1

�
n�

i=1

(Pi −Pc)
T ·N

�

(3.10)

A simple solution to the previous equation for Pc is given by:

Pc =
1

n

n�

i=1

Pi (3.11)

In order to estimate the normal of the plane N, Equation 3.10 is
re-formulated as follows, by introducing the 3×n matrix A :

min
||N||=1

�
�
�
�AT ·N

�
�
�
�

2

2
(3.12a)

A = [P1 −Pc,P2 −Pc, ...,Pn −Pc] (3.12b)

The computation of the singular decomposition of A gives the
spherical normal N of the corner trajectory plane such as [7]:

A = USV T (3.13a)

N = U(:,3);given as the third column of U (3.13b)

The spherical normal N corresponds directly to the normal of the
great circle from a corner trajectory. Therefore, we obtain a list of great
circles from trajectories on the sphere. Under the assumption of planar
motion, these trajectories are parallel and intersect at infinity in a vanishing
point.
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Given a group of great circles from trajectories of the dominant
traffic stream, we want to determine the corresponding vanishing point
(V P1). For this we propose the spherical VP-RANSAC algorithm (Algorithm
1). RANSAC [56] [34] was developed from within computer vision com-
munity and allows to deal with a large proportion of outliers in the input
data. It is a resampling technique that generates candidate solutions by
using the minimum number observations required (here two great circles)
to estimate the underlying model parameters (the desired vanishing point
V P1). The parameters are defined as follows:

• m = 2, the random sample size; as minimum of two great circles
is necessary to compute a vanishing point hypothesis

• p, the probability that at least one of the sets of random samples
does not include an outlier.

• u, the probability that any great circle is an inlier, given a vani-
shing point hypothesis.

• nmax= log(1−p)
log(1−um) , the maximum number of iterations.

• �, the tolerance, geodesic maximum inlier error.

• τ , the threshold, the minimum ratio of inliers required for a good
hypothesis selection.

Two great circles are randomly selected and their associate vani-
shing point estimated as the cross-product of their normals (VP-guess).
Then we count the number of great circles that fit the guess within a
geodesic tolerance (inliers). If the ratio of inliers exceeds a predefined
threshold, we keep this VP-guess as a possible good model (hypothesis).
The previous steps are repeated for a defined number of iterations. At the
end, the hypothesis that shows the highest consensus is selected as solu-
tion. Finally the vanishing point is re-estimated with great circles normals
inliers. In order to improve the accuracy, we proceed to the re-estimation
by weighing the normals of great circles, by the length of corresponding
trajectories. Thus, longer and more stable trajectories contribute the most
in the estimation. The estimation of the first vanishing point is accurate
and fast.

Because the RANSAC algorithm is non deterministic, a preliminary
analysis has been achieved in order to find the suitable initialization pa-
rameters. The probability p that at least one of the sets of random samples
does not include an outlier is set to 99%, while the probability of having
an inlier u is set to 80%. Besides, the RANSAC tolerance � and threshold τ

are the parameters which can mostly affect the estimation (Algorithm 1).
At initialization the tolerance � is set to 1◦ and the threshold τ is set to 95%.
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Algorithm 1: Spherical VP-RANSAC algorithm
Result: Vanishing Point V P1

Input:

→ GV P1
={gj}j:1....s, NV P1

={nj}j:1....s input great circles and normals

→ RANSAC parameters: [m = 2; p; u; nmax; �; τ]

1 initialization: ii ← 0, number of hypothesis ;

2 for k ← 1 to nmax do

3 - Select randomly m=2 great circles with normals:{n1,n2};
4 - Compute k-th vanishing point guess: Υk = n1 ×n2 ;

Count the number of great circles inliers (Ik) that best fit such as:
5 for j ← 1 to s do

6 if |arccos(Υk ·nj)| < � then

7 Ik ← Ik +1
8 keep this normal: Ξk{j} ← nj

9 end

10 end

11 if Ik
s < τ then

12 ii ← ii+1
13 keep this hypothesis: hypk ← < Υk|Ξk >

14 end

15 end

16 Select the best hypothesis: < ΥB|ΞB > at index B, such as
IB=max{Ik}k:1....s

17 Re-estimate the model: V P cam
i = 1

w

�r
i=1 wi.(Γi) with w =

�r
i=1 wi

• r =
�

α
2

�

, is the number of 2-subsets {SubGi}i:1....r of ΞB

• {Γi = SubGi(1) × SubGi(2)}i:1....r is the set of new VP-hypothesis
• wi is the weight of the i-th great circle inlier (length of the trajectory or

number of pixels of edges)

In most cases the pair (τ = 95%,� = 1◦) appears to be over-constrained
and the algorithm fails to find a good vanishing point model after several
iterations. Thus, the algorithm has been implemented to automatically
tune these parameters if no VP-estimation has been performed after the
maximum number of iterations (nmax = 16). Offline learning revealed that
the suitable values should be taken as follows:







1◦ < � < 10◦

60% < τ < 95%

(3.14)
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An example result of the traffic motion vanishing points is illustrated
in Figure 3.14. In this case, both antipodal spherical vanishing point can be
back-projected on the fisheye image, because the circular fisheye camera
has an horizontal field of view about 185◦.

The great circle defined by the normal (V P1) contains all the possi-
ble orthogonal vanishing points to (V P1) (Figure 3.13-a). Thus the first
vanishing point (V P1) is used to generate a list of hypothesis for (V P2)

and (V P3), using the orthogonality constraint. This allows to generate a
reduced search space for (V P2) and (V P3).

3.3.2.2 Second Vanishing Point (V P2)

The second vanishing point is estimated using directly vehicles’
active contour map. A possible solution [49] consists in the extraction
of moving vehicle edges [67] which are accumulated in parallel to the
tracking. In a similar way to trajectories, the extracted edges can be
mapped on the sphere and clustered. By modeling a vehicle as a rigid body
with three dominant orthogonal classes of edges, the second and third
vanishing points can be estimated. The estimation of this second vanishing
point requires however an important amount of extracted edges segments
to converge to an accurate solution. This step was particularly challenging
because of the strong distortion and variable vehicle appearance. Thus,
we propose to work directly on the binary moving edge map, without the
need to extract and cluster edges segments.

We introduce a direct scale-invariant pixel-wise estimation method
(SIP-VP, Algorithm 2). Each V P2-hypothesis (V P2hyp

) is tested for all
pixels in the active edge map. The SIP-VP algorithm is applied directly
on the sphere. The algorithm finds its roots based on the cross-product
relation (Figure 3.13-b) between a pixel (P ) projected on a great circle,
the normal (N) of a great circle that contains the pixel, and a vanishing
point corresponding to this great circle (here V P2hyp

) :

P × (V P2hyp
) = N (3.15)

The proposed SIP-VP algorithm (Algorithm 2) is a top-down ap-
proach. The number of possible second vanishing points hypothesis gene-
rated is controlled with the parameter (ap). For each V P2hyp

-hypothesis,
we compute all possible imaginary normals and store the result in a lookup
table to speed up the processing. Then, the idea based on equation 3.15
(Figure 3.13-b), is to count the pixels (P ), in the vehicle binary edge map
at the current frame, that contribute to imaginary great circles of normal
(imN) linked to a given vanishing point hypothesis V P2hyp

itself (Figure
3.12). The best V P2hyp

-candidate gives the maximum pixel counts. The
algorithm can perform well with just one frame where the appearance of
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Algorithm 2: Scale-invariant pixel-wise VP algorithm
Result: Vanishing Point V P2

Input: → SIP parameters: [V P1; �p = 1◦; ap = 0.5◦ ]
1 Generate V P2 hypothesis, with an angular step ap ;

k ← 1 for i ← 0 to

�

90◦

ap

�

do

2 V P2_hyps(n)=gen_hyp( V P1, ap ∗ i ) k ++;
3 end

For (nframes) binary edge images, the pixels are projected onto the unitary
sphere: → BinMap(i)={Pj}j:1....ck

; where ck is the number of vehicle pixels
in the current frame. For each V P2-hypothesis, we compute all possible
imaginary great circles normals defined by pixels in BinMap(k).

4 for ii ← 1 to k do

5 for j ← 1 to ck do

6 normals_vp2_hyp_LUT(ii, j) ← Pj × V P2_hyps(j)
7 end

8 end

9 - For each vanishing point hypothesis and for all corresponding imaginary
great circle normals from the Lookup table (normals_vp2_hyp_LUT ), use
an accumulator to count the pixels that belong to the line within the
geodesic error �p.

10 for ii ← 1 to k do

11 for j ← 1 to ck do

12 pixCount(ii) ← 0
if |arccos(normals_vp2_hyp_LUT(ii, j) ·Pj)| < � then

13 count the number of pixels that contribute:
pixCount(ii) ← pixCount(ii)+1

14 end

15 end

16 end

17 How to select the best candidate ? The best candidate for V P2 gives the
maximum pixels count summed up for all imaginary great circles:

18 V P2_candidate ←< V P2_hyps(b)|normals_vp2_hyp_LUT(b, :)> at index b,
such as: pixCount(b)=max{pixCountk(1),pixCountk(2), ...pixCountk(n)}

19 These steps can be applied for several frames, and the most repeated
V P2_candidate is chosen as the final solution
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Fig. 3.12: Detailed illustration of algorithms for the estimation of the orthogonal trihedron of VPs

a) b)

Fig. 3.13: Spherical relations: a) the great circle of normal (V P1) contains all the possible
orthogonal vanishing points to (V P1). The search space is divided into two sub-
spaces of (90◦) using the antipodality property, in order to formulate hypothesis for
(V P2) (green) and (V P3) (red). b) relation between a pixel (P ) projected on a great
circle, the normal (N) of a great circle that contains the pixel, and a vanishing point
corresponding to this great circle (Algorithm 2)

vehicles is clear. However to improve the accuracy of the algorithm we
repeat the main steps for a certain number of frames. Doing so we inher-
ently take into consideration different vehicles appearances and scales,
and converge to a stable global maximum.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3.14: Orthoganal trihedron of vanishing point estimation approach. a) great circles normals
from trajectories are retro-projected in the fisheye image (yellow), the reprojection of
V P1 is represented in blue. b) location of vanishing points hypothesis, V P2 (green)
and V P3 (red). c) the complete solution (V P2 - green ; V P1 - blue ; V P3 - red).
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3.3.2.3 Third Vanishing Point (V P3)

The third vanishing point gives the normal of the road plane in the
spherical camera. The estimated normal can be used to extract the road
plane [17]. It is computed by a simple cross product:

V P3 = V P1 ×V P2 (3.16)

The complete thrihedron can be refined iteratively or after a certain
number of frames in a closed-loop feedback framework (Figure 3.12). The
estimation is allowed to stop at any time once the orthogonality constraint
is verified with a maximum error of 1◦. A qualitative observation of the
different steps is provided in figure 3.14.

Once the vanishing points are estimated, we can compute the
extrinsic calibration with six degree of freedom. First of all the extrinsic
rotation is obtained by matching vanishing points. Then we propose two
methods to estimate the extrinsic translation at scale: a semi automatic
approach (Figure 3.15) which requires manual inputs provided by an
operator; and a fully automatic approach (Figure 3.16) which only requires
the dimensions of a calibration vehicle.

3.3.3 Extrinsic Rotation from Vanishing Points
Each triplet of vanishing points [V P2 V P1 V P3] encapsulates the

rotation matrix with respect to the local mast reference (R1 and R2 for
respective cameras). Thus, the trihedrons of orthogonal vanishing points
can be directly matched, with respect to the world coordinates (Figure
3.8). This leads to a direct estimation of the extrinsic rotation using a
closed-form solution similarly to [114][45]:

[V P
(C2)
2 V P

(C2)
1 V P

(C2)
3 ] = R2

1.[V P
(C1)
2 V P

(C1)
1 V P

(C1)
3 ] (3.17)

3.3.4 Extrinsic Translation from Virtual Lines
After the extrinsic rotation is estimated, we proceed to the estima-

tion of the extrinsic translation along with the camera heights. In our
early works, we presented a semi-automatic solution (Figure 3.15). For
the estimation of camera heights required to select one control point for
each camera on the road surface, with known distance to the camera
mast [49]. The same way, front wheel positions were hand-selected in
each camera as input for the extrinsic translation estimation. In order to
deal with larger baselines and variable vehicle appearances, we propose
to further robustify these steps. Instead of selecting manually iterative
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Fig. 3.15: Pipeline of the extrinsic semi-automatic calibration

Fig. 3.16: Pipeline of the extrinsic automatic calibration

feature tracks, we propose an automatic method which is based on virtual
planes detections. These virtual planes are tangent to a moving vehicle’s
front and back bumper orthogonally to the road surface.

The novel automatic framework is illustrated in Figure 3.16. The
philosophy of our method is based upon the fact that a single car, moving
on the main road, can be used as a dynamic calibration object. Therefore
it is important to know the dimensions of the car used in the process. We
can drive by with our own car, or we identify a car from the video. The
dimensions required as the only inputs to our algorithm are: the width

(U) and the length (V) (Figure 3.17, top). In practice the dimensions
are obtained from automobile manufacturers specifications. It might
also be possible to infer automatically these parameters using statistical
knowledge of the car dimensions as a function of its blob appearance in
the image [53].

In this section, we start by presenting the method used to detect the
virtual planes as introduced earlier. Then we explain how to compute the
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Fig. 3.17: Extrinsic translation estimation. Top) definition of the virtual planes used for the
extrinsic translation and camera heights estimation. Bottom) top-view geometric
description of the iterative virtual planes detection and representation of different
parameters
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camera heights and the extrinsic translation between the cameras, using
the dimensions of the calibration vehicle and the virtual planes computed
iteratively for few frames.

3.3.4.1 Iterative Virtual plane detection

We define two virtual planes considered tangent to the calibration
vehicle’s front and back bumpers orthogonally to the road surface. The
virtual planes detection strategy is used to provide inputs for the remaining
calibration steps. The concept is to detect in each frame the position of
the vehicle, defined by both virtual planes, and to feed these iterative 3D
positions into our calibration pipeline.

The cameras are oriented in such a way they observe the sides of
the calibration car most of time as it travels through the intersection on the
main road. The detection of the virtual planes in each frame gives a good
localization of the car. Besides, the virtual planes normals in the world
reference coincide with the first vanishing point direction. Therefore, the
origin of the planes on the main road can be defined by the intersection of
two lines lying on the road plane as follows (see Figure 3.17):

• The front virtual plane is located by the pair of lines Wf and L1

as seen from Camera 1; Wf and L2 as observed from camera 2

• The back virtual plane is located by the pair of lines Wb and L1 as
seen from Camera 1; Wb and L2 as observed from camera 2

The lines Wb and Wf match with the direction of the second va-
nishing point along X-axis, whereas lines {L1 or L2} verify the direction
of the first vanishing point V P1 along Y-axis. In order to detect these
lines and estimate their parameters, we perform a direct processing of the
fisheye image similar to a bounding-box estimation as follows:

• the bounding omnidirectional line toward V P1, tangent to the
down-most pixel of the calibration vehicle blob is selected as the line Li

(i=1,2 to denote the camera);

• the bounding omnidirectional lines toward V P2, tangent to the
front-bumper and back-bumper, are selected respectively as the lines Wf

and Wb.

The accuracy of the virtual planes detection obviously depends on
the quality of the calibration vehicle blob segmentation in the fisheye
image. While abnormal segmentation is likely to entail imperfections
in the virtual plane detection, we consider that the possible errors are
negligible regarding the large baseline between the cameras.

For each camera, the normals of the lines Wf , Wb and Li are
derived afterward on the spherical image. Then we want to compute
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the intersection points of the lines Wf and Li on the one hand, and the
lines Wb and Li on the other hand (as illustrated in Figure 3.17). One
advantage of the spherical model is that we can estimate the intersection
by a simple cross-product between the lines’ normals [49] such as:

• the point wfi is the intersection of the line Wf and Li, and
indicates the position of the front-bumper virtual plane as seen from
camera i. On the spherical camera the point wfi is mapped to sfi

• the point wbi is the intersection of the line Wb and Li, and indi-
cates the position of the back-bumper virtual plane as seen from camera i.
On the spherical camera the point wbi is mapped to sbi.

The operation is repeated for a sequence of pair-wise synchronized
frames. We obtain consecutive estimations for the intersection points
expressed on the spherical image for each camera.

�

SF i = sf
(1)
i , sf

(2)
i ...sf

(k)
i

�

;
�

SBi = sb
(1)
i , sb

(2)
i ...sb

(k)
i , ...

�

3.3.4.2 Estimation of the camera heights

Any point (wgi) on the road plane, can be expressed in 3D-coordinates
with respect to the local reference Ri=(Oi,Xi,Yi,Zi). The transformation
is computed as the intersection of the ground plane and the projective
ray

�

Ci,sgi

�

. The point (sgi) corresponds to the image of (wgi) on the
unitary sphere rectified with the estimated camera orientation. We have
the following equations which allow to establish the relation between the
3D point (wgi) and its image on the sphere (sgi) .

wgi(hi) =



−
Zi · [0,0,hi]

T

Zi · (R−1
i · sgi)





� �� �

(projection scale)

·

(rectified projective ray)
� �� �

(R−1
i · sgi) +







0

0

hi





 (3.18)

αg = arccos

�

R−1
i (sgi) · [0,0,1]T

�

(3.19)

In order to estimate the height of each camera hi, we can apply the
previous relations (Equations 3.18,3.19) to the set of points SF i and SBi

(Figure 3.18). A valid height estimation must allow to verify, at any instant
k, the correctness of the vehicle length (the distance between points wfk

i

and wbk
i on the ground). Given that condition, we compute the camera

heights by minimizing a cost function (E) which depends on the previous
estimations of the 3D-points wfk

i and wbk
i (function of hi). We use several

pairs of frames of the car at different positions in the intersection, in order
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Fig. 3.18: Ground points lifting and 3D ray estimation in each camera frame (Illustration for the
front-bumper virtual plane keypoints; the same applies for the back-bumper virtual
plane keypoints)

to take into account the imperfect flatness of the road surface, as well as
the strong variability of the car appearance as it travels. The cost function
is given as follows (E) (Figure 3.18):

E(hi) =
n�

k=1

��
�
�
�wfi(hi) −wbi(hi)

�
�
�
�

2
−V

�

(3.20)

hi = argmin
hi

�

E

�

(3.21)

Once the cameras’ heights computed, we move to the extrinsic trans-
lation. The estimation of the extrinsic translation for multi-omnidirectional
cameras can be solved using multi-view geometry properties on the sphere
[185] [116]. However existing methods deal with short baseline stereo-
rigs generally for robotics applications [128] [129] [140]. Line features
are often preferred and used in the process because they are more stable
than points features [115]. Matching lines is particularly challenging with
wide angle cameras in the context of intersections, not only because of the
large baseline between the cameras as depicted earlier, but also because
they might not be extractable and relevant lines.

In order to tackle the absence of lines, we propose to use joint
motion and appearance cues. Our idea is to match the virtual planes
previously estimated. In order to compute the extrinsic translation only
the sets of points SF i (i=1,2) that define the iterative positions of the
front-bumper virtual plane will be exploited.
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3.3.4.3 Translation along the X-axis (TX)

It can be easily noticed that, the translation along the X-axis can
be computed if the distances between the side lines (L1, L2) and the
respective cameras masts are known, however up to an uncertainty. The
uncertainty is related to the vehicle width or axle-track dimension (U).

TX = d1 +d2 +U (3.22)

The distances d1 and d2 represent the lateral position of the calibra-
tion vehicle with respect to the cameras’ masts [49]. In fact the distances
di (i = {1,2}) represent the X-coordinates of the points which lie on the
lines Li. Therefore di can be computed from points (wfk

i ) after a certain
number of frames (s>1) such as:

�

1

s

s�

k=1

(wfk
i )Ri

·Xi

�

−di = 0 (3.23)

3.3.4.4 Translation along the Y-axis (TY )

We define the vectors
−−→
f

(k)
1 and

−−→
f

(k)
2 , which represent the location of

the virtual plane with respect to each camera mast (Figure 3.17). Thus, it
can be easily noticed that the difference between these vectors must have
constant norm in time (λ > 0) regardless of the position of the car in time
(frame k) [49], as follows:

||
−−→
f

(0)
2 −

−−→
f

(0)
1 || = ||

−−→
f

(1)
2 −

−−→
f

(1)
1 || = · · · = ||

−−→
f

(k)
2 −

−−→
f

(k)
1 || = λ (3.24)

The vector
−−→
f

(k)
i (camera i = {1,2}, frame k) is innately controlled

through the formulation of the virtual plane. As illustrated, we observe
that it actually corresponds to the component of the points (wfk

i ) along
the Y-axis in the associated camera frame. Therefore we have:

−−→
f

(k)
i = (wfk

i )Ri
·
−→
Yi (i = {1,2}) (3.25)

The constant value λ which actually represents the norm of the
extrinsic translation along Y-axis (TY ) can be computed after a certain
number of frames (s>1) such as:

�

1

s

s�

k=1

||
−−→
f

(k)
2 −

−−→
f

(k)
1 ||

�

−TY = 0 (3.26)
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3.3.4.5 Translation along the Z-axis (TZ)

The translation component (TZ) can be naturally computed as
the difference of the cameras heights. It is intrinsically refined through
minimization defined above.

TZ =

�

h1 −h2

�

(3.27)

3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented our main contribution. In sum-

mary, we have introduced a method which allows to estimate the extrinsic
calibration of a large baseline fisheye-stereo at road intersections. Vehicle
motion and appearance cues on the main road are used to estimate vani-
shing points in each camera frame, which in turn are matched to estimate
the extrinsic rotation. Then a single vehicle with known axle-track and
wheelbase dimensions can be taken as a dynamic calibration object to
compute the extrinsic translation at scale. Our approach is suitable for dif-
ficult environment such as rural scenes where the absence of lines makes
the calibration challenging. As formulated, the method can be applied to
estimate the pose of traffic cameras for different applications, provided
straight planar motion on one main direction.

In the next chapter we present experiments carried out in the lab,
as well as and on real intersections, in order to discuss the performance of
our extrinsic auto-calibration approach. The monitoring system is tested
for distance measurement on the road surface, vehicle lateral position
estimation. We also introduce and evaluate a vehicle trajectory estimation
framework, which allows vehicle speed estimation.
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4Experimental Results:

Extrinsic calibration and

Trajectory Analysis

„Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope

for tomorrow. The important thing is not

to stop questioning

— Albert Einstein

This chapter presents results of extensive experiments performed
in order to evaluate and discuss the performance of the wide-baseline
fisheye-stereoscopic system. It is important to point out, that to the best
of our knowledge there were no roadside traffic dataset acquired with
fisheye cameras in rural environments, along with ground truth intrinsic
and extrinsic calibration parameters. The only dataset that we came
across recently [54] appeared to be unsuitable for the evaluation of our
method. It contains only one short sequence recorded with a fisheye
camera installed high above the ground-level, not in a rural environment,
neither an intersection. Because of this lack, we have carried out extensive
datasets acquisition, both in the lab and at rural intersections.

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Protocol
We present and discuss experiments carried out in real conditions,

in the lab (Figure 4.1) as well as at rural intersections (Normandy-France,
Figure 4.2). All the sequences are acquired in sunny or cloudy weather,
with various lighting conditions, and with presence of vegetation in the
environment. However we did not perform any experiment in hazardous
weather conditions. The complete evaluation datasets contain three wide-
baseline fisheye stereo sequences in the lab (LA, LB, LC), and the same
number for rural intersections (SA, SB, SC). Our evaluation involves
the following aspects: vanishing points, extrinsic calibration, trajectory
analysis.

—Vanishing Points Error: we discuss the performance of our algorithms
for orthogonal vanishing points estimation [datasets LA, LB, SA, SC]. The
performance is discussed according to the geodesic Line-VP error. The
latter measures the distance on the unit sphere between a set of paral-
lel ground truth lines and the corresponding estimated vanishing point.
Ground truth lines are either hand-selected from purposely drawn pat-
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Fig. 4.1: Wide-baseline fisheye-stereo dataset acquired in the lab, in various lighting conditions

Fig. 4.2: Wide-baseline fisheye-stereo dataset acquired at rural intersections in Normandy, France, in var-
ious lighting conditions (Note that Sequences SB and SC are acquired on the same intersection,
but with a different position for the second camera)
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terns (only possible in the lab), either from available structures in the
scene, or generated from extended vehicle edgelets. Especially for the
third vanishing point, which defines the road plane normal, vertical poles
known to be perfectly orthogonal to the road surface are selected. All
three vanishing points are evaluated on datasets LA (first camera) and LB
(both camera), whereas we focus on the third vanishing point for datasets
SA (both cameras) and SC (both cameras).

—Extrinsic Calibration Error: we present results obtained for the extrin-
sic rotation and the extrinsic translation at scale [only datasets LB (baseline
larger than 13 m) and SB (baseline larger than 22 m)]. Complete ground truth
references for extrinsic calibration parameters were only available for the
lab dataset LB recorded on a high-speed test drive field. To acquire the
ground truth a 10 m2 square calibration grid is painted on the road sur-
face. The ground truth poses of the cameras and heights are obtained by
solving a plane induced homography on the equivalent sphere [17] [152].
We also make a comparison between the semi-automatic [49] and the
full-automatic approaches. However no ground truth extrinsic calibration
was available for the rural intersection dataset SB. Thus we propose a
different evaluation approach, which give excellent insights of the extrinsic
calibration accuracy, even in extreme conditions. In this case our evalu-
ation simply quantifies the reprojection and localization error of vehicle
wheels in the image. We compute vehicles dimensions (wheel-base and
axle-track) on the main road of the intersection, and compare the results
to ground truth retrieved form car manufacturers specifications.Then, we
evaluate the orthogonality between the wheel-base and the axle-track.

—Trajectory Analysis: we present results regarding vehicle trajectory
reconstruction and speed measurement [datasets LC and SB]. Our approach
falls within the scope of structure-from-motion (SFM), which is primarily
concerned with the 3D reconstruction of a rigidly moving object seen
by a static camera [101]. We introduce a method for metric trajectory
reconstruction within a Bayesian framework along with speed estimation.
In this work, we are mainly interested in vehicle driving with higher speed
limitations on the main road of intersections. Thus turning motion analysis
is not concerned for this evaluation. We first evaluate vehicle trajectory
with dataset LC, and we discuss particularly the average lateral position
within a wide visibility range, with comparison to ground truth data
provided by a LIDAR. Then we evaluate the performance of average speed
estimation with dataset SB on a rural intersection, where ground speeds
are computed by estimating the travel time between virtual gates.
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4.2 Vanishing Points Estimation
Vanishing points are essential features in our approach. The perfor-

mance of the extrinsic calibration highly depends on the accuracy of the
complete triplet of orthogonal vanishing points. The first vanishing point
V P1 is particularly important and computed from corner trajectories (see
Algorithm 1, parameters: tolerance � = 2◦ and threshold τ = 90%). A short
sample of extracted corners trajectories is presented in Figure 4.3, with
back-projected trajectories (yellow conics) and corresponding vanishing
point (V P1, blue) in the fisheye image. For this example, the maximum
orthogonality error between the computed V P1 and any of few randomly
selected inliers corner trajectories is about 0.3◦ (both cameras, Figure 4.4).
In fact, regardless of the dataset, the robustness and stability of the first
vanishing point V P1 is crucial, because it is used to generate hypothesis
for V P2 and V P3 (see Algorithm 2).

Fig. 4.3: Sample of extracted corner trajectories, back-projected inliers conics [LA dataset], and computed
vanishing points (V P1 in blue, V P2 in green, V P3 in red)
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Fig. 4.4: Trajectory inliers accuracy with respect to V P1 [LA dataset Camera 1 and 2]: reprojection error
for a subset of 120 inlier corner trajectories (out of nearly 1000 in each camera, for about 6
seconds of recording)

Fig. 4.5: Vanishing points evaluation [dataset LA-camera 1], by matching manually generated lines to estimated
vanishing points (for V P1 road boundaries selected, for V P2 vehicle edgelets extended to lines, for V P3

lines constructed from vertical poles)

In order to evaluate the accuracy of vanishing points we introduce
the Line-VP error (elv) (Equation 4.1). The latter simply measures the
geodesic distance between a given vanishing point (V P ) and the projection
of related parallel lines on the spherical camera. The key idea is to verify
the orthogonality on the spherical camera between the normal (N) of any
reprojected line with respect the related vanishing point (V P ). For a given
vanishing point, we compute the mean elv-error from few ground truth
lines (Figures 4.5,4.8,4.10,4.12). The experimental results are presented
in Table 4.1 (Figure 4.15) and discussed hereby.

elv =
�
�
�90−arccos(N ·V P )

�
�
� (4.1)
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We evaluate the complete triplet of orthogonal vanishing points
(V P1, V P2, V P3) in the lab (both cameras for dataset LB, see Figure 4.7).
Our approach proved to be very accurate, as we get elv-errors between
0◦ and 2◦ in the worst case. The errors are close to zero for dataset LA.
For dataset LB, the mean elv1-error for the first vanishing point is equal to
0.53◦ (camera 1) and 0.95◦ (camera 2). Sample of extracted trajectories
and back-projected inliers, computed vanishing points are illustrated in
Figures 4.3, 4.6, 4.9 and 4.11. Besides, for dataset LB, the mean elv2-error
for the second vanishing point is equal to 0.88◦ (camera 1) and 1.95◦

(camera 2). This small increase of the error can be associated to the
imperfect flatness of the road surface over a long distance. Illustration of
the voting space distribution for the second vanishing point is illustrated
in Figures 4.13 (dataset LB) and 4.14 (dataset SC). For the third vanishing
point V P3, we also achieve a high accuracy, with negligible mean elv3-
error, both in the lab and at a the rural intersection dataset. The results
obtained for these experiments have demonstrated the robustness and the
accuracy of the complete orthogonal triplet of vanishing points. Now we
will quantify the extrinsic rotation and translation errors.

Fig. 4.6: Sample of extracted corner trajectories, back-projected inliers conics, and vanishing points [LB
dataset]
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Fig. 4.7: Vanishing Points Comparison [dataset LB]: estimated (+) ground truth (*)

camera 1

camera 2

Fig. 4.8: Vanishing points evaluation [dataset LB-both cameras], by matching manually generated lines to
estimated vanishing points (for V P1 drawn lines on the road surface and the infrastructure are used, for
V P2 drawn lines on the road surface are used, for V P3 lines are constructed from vertical structures in
the image orthogonal to the road)
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Fig. 4.9: Sample of extracted corner trajectories, back-projected inliers conics, and vanishing points [SA
dataset]

Fig. 4.10: Vanishing points evaluation [dataset SA-both cameras], by matching manually generated lines
to the third vanishing point V P3. Ground truth lines are constructed from vertical poles or
structures in the image orthogonally to the road)
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Fig. 4.11: Sample of extracted corner trajectories, back-projected inliers conics, and vanishing points [SC
dataset]

Fig. 4.12: Vanishing points evaluation [dataset SC-both cameras], by matching manually generated lines
to the third vanishing point V P3. Ground truth lines are constructed from vertical poles or
structures in the image orthogonally to the road)
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Fig. 4.13: Illustration of VP2 accumulator space (Algorithm 2) for both cameras (top-camera 1, bottom-
camera 2, dataset LB)

Fig. 4.14: Illustration of VP2 accumulator space (Algorithm 2) for both cameras (top-camera 1, bottom-
camera 2, dataset SC)
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Dataset LA
— Lines-V P cam1

1 = 0.17◦

— Lines-V P cam1
2 = 0.08◦

— Lines-V P cam1
3 = 0.02◦

Dataset LB
— Lines-V P cam1

1 = 0.53◦

— Lines-V P cam1
2 = 0.88◦

— Lines-V P cam1
3 = 0.06◦

Dataset LB
— Lines-V P cam2

1 = 0.95◦

— Lines-V P cam2
2 = 1.95◦

— Lines-V P cam2
3 = 0.04◦

Dataset SA
— Lines-V P cam1

3 = 0.01◦

Dataset SA
— Lines-V P cam2

3 = 0.03◦

Dataset SC
— Lines-V P cam1

3 = 0.06◦

Dataset SC
— Lines-V P cam2

3 = 0.05◦

Tab. 4.1: Vanishing points accuracy: mean geodesic Lines-VP error for few
datasets

Fig. 4.15: Vanishing Points Accuracy
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4.3 Extrinsic Calibration Evaluation
For classical stereo-vision (small baseline and orientation between

the cameras), the estimation of the relative pose is feasible by computing
the fundamental or essential matrix from points features correspondences.
Here, because of the strong view difference and the vegetation, it is quite
difficult to detect and match efficiently points features.

a) 2m

a) 8m

Fig. 4.16: SIFT features matching failure (cameras on the same side)

Fig. 4.17: Fisheye-stereo SIFT features matching failure
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Figure 4.16 illustrates an example of SIFT features matchings with
two fisheye cameras placed on the same side of a road: first with a baseline
of 2m and then 8m. With the shorter baseline (Figure 4.16-a), there are
numerous correct features matchings, but most are unstable and present
in the foliage or vertical poles. Besides, this configuration scenario is not
convenient for our wide-baseline fisheye stereo. For the second case with a
baseline of 8m (Figure 4.16-b), the matching clearly fails and the number
of false SIFT points correspondences increases. In both previous cases, we
notice however stable matching at infinity. The difficulty of wide-baseline
correspondence is even more obvious in a different experiment where both
cameras are placed in front of each other with a baseline close to 8m, but
with a strong extrinsic rotation near to 180◦ (Figure 4.17). These are some
of the issues which have initially motivated our point-correspondence-
free extrinsic calibration approach. In this section we present extrinsic
calibration results based on our approach, in which vehicles are used as
dynamic calibration objects. The experiments have been carried out both
in the lab and at a rural intersection.

—Experiment in the lab (dataset LB)

We first evaluate the calibration approach in the lab environment
with a baseline equal to 13.45 meters [49]. We use dataset LB, recorded on
a test drive field, describing the traffic on the main road of an intersection.
A given car, of which ground truth required dimensions are known, is used
for the calibration. In order to acquire ground truth extrinsic calibration, a
10 m2 square grid is painted on the road surface (only possible in the lab).
The ground truth poses of the cameras, the extrinsic rotation and extrinsic
translation at scale are obtained by solving a plane induced homography on
the equivalent sphere [17]. We compare the extrinsic parameters obtained
by the fully-automatic approach to the semi-automatic [49]. To recall, the
latter requires hand-selected wheel points tracks as well as control points
on the road surface. In addition, in the semi-automatic approach, the
translation TX along X-axis is assumed known at installation. Whereas in
the fully-automatic approach the only prior knowledge to compute the full
translation at scale is the dimension of a calibration vehicle as described
in the previous chapter. The experimental results obtained are presented
below in the Table 4.2, and described hereby:

• We observe that the rotation estimation is slightly improved (see
Table 4.2) in the fully automatic approach compared to the semi-automatic
method [49]. We obtain an absolute extrinsic orientation error lower than
2.4◦ in the worst case (the rotation error with respect to the X-axis, which
is related to the imperfect flatness of the road surface).
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Extrinsic
calibration

Ground truth
Estimation

(automatic method)
Error

(automatic)
Error

(semi-automatic [49])

R









−1 −0.05 −0.06

0.06 −1 −0.08

−0.06 −0.08 1

















−1 −0.09 −0.07

0.09 −1 −0.03

−0.07 −0.04 1









X1 −axis :
2.3455◦

Y1 −axis :
0.3344◦

Z1 −axis :
2.2351◦

X1 −axis : 2.8937◦

Y1 −axis : 0.0566◦

Z1 −axis : 2.9184◦

h1 (m) 2.4 ± 0.1 2.33 0.07 0.07

h2 (m) 2.3 ± 0.1 2.21 0.09 0.12

TX (m) 10 ± 0.1 10.23 0.23 —

TY (m) 9 ± 0.1 9.13 0.13 0.11

TZ (m) 0.1 ± 0.1 0.12 0.02 0.05

Tab. 4.2: Evaluation of the extrinsic calibration (lab experiment): comparison between the semi-automatic [49] and
the full automatic methods in similar setups. The performance is similar, but with several improvements:
the rotation error is reduced, besides all the components of the translation are computed automatically (in
[49], TX was assumed known up to an uncertainty)

Fig. 4.18: Illustration of the iterative front-bumper virtual plane detections by virtual lines (lab dataset)

• The translation computed with the automatic approach is close
to the result of the semi-automatic approach (see Table 4.2). It confirms
the precision of the iterative virtual lines-planes detection (Figure 4.18),
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despite eventual errors related to vehicle blob segmentation. The overall
baseline error (eT ) is about 0.26 cm, and expressed in percentage as
follows:

eT =

�
�
�
�

2

�

T2
X +T 2

Y +T 2
Z − ||Ttruth||

�
�
�
�

||Ttruth||
= 1.93 % (4.2)

The extrinsic calibration results demonstrate the good performance
of our approach (see Table 4.2). The results obtained are quite promising
regarding the very wide baseline between the cameras, and given that a
single vehicle with rectilinear and planar motion can efficiently be used as a
calibration object for traffic monitoring applications. Provided the extrinsic
calibration, a good 3D localization of vehicles can be achieved (Figure
4.19). Based on these results, we have moved toward the evaluation of
the extrinsic auto-calibration verification in real traffic scenes at a rural
intersection.

Fig. 4.19: 3D Localization and Reconstruction of vehicle modeled as 3D rigid bodies on the road plane
(highlighted in blue and white)
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—Experiments on a real intersection (dataset SB)

We run the automatic pipeline in order to estimate the extrinsic
calibration of the large baseline fisheye stereoscopic vision system installed
at a rural intersection in Normandy (Figure 4.20, top view of the system).
We could not however obtain accurate ground truth of the extrinsic ro-
tation and extrinsic translation, and therefore we proposed an indirect
approach. The online evaluation method for the extrinsic translation and
camera heights is not straightforward, rather indirect, but it gives good
insights of the accuracy of the complete calibration. After running the
extrinsic calibration, we compute the wheel-base (v) and axle-track (u)
dimensions for several vehicles traveling on the intersection. The esti-
mated vehicles dimensions are compared with ground truth data obtained
from manufacturers specifications, and we analyze the error. We evaluate
the orthogonality constraint of the four wheels envelop (defined by the
wheel-base and the axle-track) projected back on the road surface. In other
words, our evaluation quantifies the reprojection error of few vehicles
wheels on the road surface.

The complete calibration results obtained are presented in Table 4.3.
For the rural intersection dataset, we have added additional constraints for
the virtual planes detection (both front and back). In order to deal with
the presence of noise and shadows, we robustify the planes localization by
finding the vertical bounding omnidirectional line directed toward V P3,
tangent to front and back vehicle bumpers. The results are illustrated
in figure 4.38. For each vehicle used in the evaluation we hand-select
the wheels; and given the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration obtained, we
estimate the 3D-coordinates of the wheels on the road surface, and in
the world reference. Now, with the 3D-positions of the wheels expressed

Fig. 4.20: Wide-baseline fisheye-stereo setup in Dataset SB (rural intersection, Normandy (D151:D90), France
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Fig. 4.21: Illustration of the virtual plane detection by virtual lines in few frames at a rural
intersection dataset

Fig. 4.22: Example of distribution of a single vehicle size traveling on the main road of the intersection

in world coordinates, we can estimate the wheel-base (v) and axle-track
(u). The orthogonality between the wheel-base and the axle-track is also
verified. We repeat this operation in several frames for each vehicle in the
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Extrinsic Rotation

R1 R2 R








0.475 −0.199 −0.857

−0.15 −0.978 −0.144

−0.867 −0.06 −0.495

















−0.436 0.180 0.882

0.117 0.983 0.143

−0.892 0.041 0.449

















−0.998 −0.026 −0.051

0.026 −1 −0.009

−0.051 −0.008 0.999









Extrinsic Translation Camera Heights

TX TY TZ h1 h2
20.468 10.638 0.092 1.890 1.798

Tab. 4.3: Extrinsic calibration parameters estimated for dataset SB (rotation, translation, height)

evaluation, in order to take into account the scale variation throughout
the intersection (Figure 4.22). We consider a short sequence of the video
recorded by the cameras for the evaluation at a rural intersection with very
low traffic during the experiments. The evaluation dataset is restrained to
20 vehicles, which are clearly identifiable in the images, from variables
types and different manufacturers, and with precise ground truth dimen-
sions. For each vehicle we compute the proposed metrics. The results
obtained are hereby presented and analyzed:

• The results for the wheel-base (v) are detailed in Table 4.4. It
allows to validate distance measurements toward the first vanishing point
(V P1). The absolute error for this dimension ranges from 0 cm [0 %] to
33 cm [13.4%] (Figure 4.23,4.24). Besides, the mean and median errors
for (v) are respectively 9 cm and 7 cm, and the 95th percentile is equal to
15 cm (Table 4.6) (Figure 4.25).

Fig. 4.23: Vehicle dimensions error in meter Fig. 4.24: Vehicle dimensions error in percentage
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Vehicles wheel-base (v)

A Second
Head

Estimated
Distance

Error (m) Error (%)

2.34 2.27 0.07 2.99

2.54 2.66 0.12 4.72

2.70 2.67 0.03 1.11

2.72 2.77 0.05 1.84

2.61 2.76 0.15 5.75

2.30 2.26 0.04 1.74

2.51 2.53 0.02 0.80

2.45 2.78 0.33 13.47

2.58 2.47 0.11 4.26

2.71 2.76 0.05 1.85

2.49 2.56 0.07 2.81

3.50 3.59 0.09 2.63

2.47 2.54 0.07 2.83

2.69 2.61 0.08 2.97

2.80 2.69 0.11 3.93

2.80 2.86 0.06 2.14

2.45 2.45 0.00 0.00

2.80 2.70 0.10 3.57

3.30 3.21 0.09 2.73

3.50 3.42 0.08 2.23

Tab. 4.4: Wheel-base error (v)

Vehicles axle-track (u)

A Second
Head

Estimated
Distance

Error (m) Error (%)

1.64 1.72 0.08 4.88

1.69 1.81 0.12 7.10

1.76 1.66 0.10 5.68

1.81 1.63 0.18 9.94

1.75 1.64 0.11 6.29

1.63 1.76 0.13 7.98

1.71 1.80 0.09 5.26

1.65 1.53 0.12 7.27

1.70 1.70 0.00 0.00

1.76 1.88 0.12 6.82

1.72 1.81 0.09 5.23

1.96 1.92 0.04 1.84

1.67 1.62 0.05 2.99

1.71 1.68 0.03 1.75

1.83 1.91 0.08 4.37

1.80 1.90 0.10 5.56

1.65 1.48 0.17 10.30

1.83 1.81 0.02 1.09

1.99 1.95 0.04 1.81

1.96 1.91 0.05 2.35

Tab. 4.5: Axle-track error (u)

Computed vehicle geometry error (m)

Dimension Mean Median 95th percentile

Axle-track (u) 0.08 0.09 0.17

Wheel-base (v) 0.09 0.07 0.15

Average 0.085 0.08 0.16

Tab. 4.6: Average absolute vehicle dimension
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Fig. 4.25: Cumulative error (meter) Fig. 4.26: Cumulative error (percentage)

Fig. 4.27: Orthogonality error between the axle-
track and wheel-base

Fig. 4.28: Cumulative histogram of wheels envelop
orthogonality error

• The results for the axle-track (u) are detailed in Table 4.5. It
allows to validate distance measurements toward the second vanishing
point (V P2). The absolute error for this dimension ranges from 0 cm [0
%] to 18 cm [10.3%] (Figure 4.23,4.24). Besides, the mean and median
errors for (v) are respectively 8 cm and 9 cm, and the 95th percentile is
equal to 17 cm (Table 4.6) (Figure 4.25).

• In average, with our extrinsic calibration at scale (Table 4.6)
we obtain errors below 16 cm. The cumulative histograms of absolute
dimensions errors also validates the accuracy of our approach (Figure
4.25). In terms of percentage, we observe that distance measurement
toward the first vanishing point corresponding to the traffic stream is more
accurate than distance measurement toward the second vanishing point
orthogonally to the traffic stream (Figure 4.26).
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• Along with the dimensions evaluation, the orthogonality between
the axle track and wheel-base directions is also evaluated. The results
shows that the angular error of the wheels envelop projected onto the road
surface ranges from 0.96◦ to 7.73◦, with a mean value of 4.05◦ (Figure
4.27,4.28).

• Finally, the calibrated network of camera is used to measure the
lengths of stop marking lines on the minor road (Fig. 4.22) with known
ground truth. In both cases, the absolute error of the stop line error is
negligible, in average 2.5 cm (Table 4.7).

Ground truth
(stop marking line length, see

fig. 4.22)
Estimation Absolute error

m1 = 6.69 m 6.67 m 0.02 m

m2 = 11.89 m 11.86 m 0.03 m

Tab. 4.7: Evaluation of the ground plane distance estimation based on the ex-
trinsic calibration (rural intersection dataset)

The experiments carried out validate our complete auto-extrinsic
calibration method. The system also allows a reliable estimation of vehicle
position on the main road of the intersection. In the next section we
evaluate distance measurement on the road surface.

4.4 3D-Trajectory Estimation
Vehicle trajectory estimation is a complex task with the proposed

wide-baseline fisheye-stereo. In fact, the strong change in appearance of
vehicles in the fisheye image as they move throughout the intersection,
along with the view difference between the cameras, makes it very difficult
to achieve a dense and complete reconstruction of vehicles trajectories.
Besides, it remains complex to keep track of vehicles in a busy intersection
and when interactions between vehicles on severals roads are important.
For these reasons, we propose a trajectory reconstruction approach which
takes advantage of the virtual plane formulation proposed to recover
the extrinsic calibration. In our approach we defined the position of the
vehicle by the virtual plane. Therefore provided the extrinsic calibration
estimated previously, the position of the vehicle in the 3D scene can be
can be directly computed from 2D-vehicle information. Because of vehicle
segmentation error, presence of shadows or vehicle appearance change,
the identification of the front virtual plane may not be perfectly correct
during the entire trajectory estimation. In result the 3D estimated position
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of the vehicle will be noisy. In order to handle noise, we propose to
use Bayesian filtering strategy. On the first hand we deal directly with
noise in the image domain, by applying a blob tracker in order to ensure
consistency of vehicle segmentation and re-identification. Then we deal
with noise in the world domain, by applying a Kalman filter to refine the
trajectory reconstruction of any vehicle traveling on the main road.

The Kalman filter offers an effective framework to manage mea-
surement and model noises as well as estimation of state vectors. As the
position of any vehicle is defined by the front virtual plane, we simply
consider tracking references points wfi expressed in the world frame.
When the vehicle is clearly visible only in the image acquired from either
C1 or C2, its 3D-position is given in the world reference by either point
wfk

1 or wfk
2 . When the vehicle is clearly visible in both cameras, then its

3D-position is adjusted by the fisheye-stereo as the mean of the points
wfk

1 and wfk
2 . The dynamic trajectory can be modeled as a discrete time

system (dt=1), which consist of the position and the velocity parameters
along the road plane axes such as:

xt+1 = Ftxt + �t (4.3)

• �t is the process noise and indicates the uncertainty in the model.
It is here assumed to be Gaussian and defined with a 4×4 square
covariance matrix Dt with all values set to 0.2 m (high confidence in
the model).

• Ft is the state transition model which applies the effect of each
system state parameter at time t − 1 on the system state at time t.
We assume rectilinear planar motion at constant velocity (x, y, z=0),
thus negligible acceleration for vehicles on the main road of the
intersection, which lead to the following transition matrix:

F =















1 0 0 0

0 1 0 dt

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1















(4.4)

At each iteration, a measurement is made and the new position
of the front virtual plane is computed. Thus the lateral and longitudinal
position are always observed to handle abrupt motion change and noise.
The measurement model of the true vector state is given as follows:

zt = Htxt + δt (4.5)
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• δt is the measurement noise, assumed to be Gaussian and defined
with a 4×4 square covariance matrix Qt with all values set to 2
m, which takes into account vehicle segmentation errors in the
foreground.

• Ht is the transformation matrix that maps the state vector parameters
into the measurement domain. Since we only measure position
parameters at each iteration, the observation matrix H is defined as
follows:

H =







1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0







(4.6)

The Kalman filter process is divided into two steps which are the
prediction and the update. The prediction step, uses a previously estimated
state and the linear model to predict the value of the next state as well as
the state estimate covariance:

x̂t|t−1 = Ft−1|t−1xt (4.7)

P̂t|t−1 = FtPt−1|t−1FT
t +Dt (4.8)

• where x̂t|t−1 and P̂t|t−1, are respectively the estimated state vector
and a priori covariance matrix.

The update step of the Kalman filter uses the current measurement
of the output together with the statistical properties of the model, to correct
the state estimate. The values calculated is the innovation covariance, the
Kalman gain resulting in the updated state estimate and state estimate
covariance:

ŷt = zt −Htx̂t|t−1 (4.9)

Kt = P̂t|t−1HT
t (HtP̂t|t−1HT

t +Qt)
−1 (4.10)

x̂t|t = x̂t|t−1 +Ktŷt (4.11)

P̂t|t = (I−KtHt)P̂t|t−1 (4.12)

where x̂t|t and P̂t|t are the estimated a posteriori state vector and
covariance matrix respectively.
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—Experiment in the lab (dataset LC)

A first set of experiments was performed in a controlled driving field
environment (dataset LC), but with difficult processing conditions: very
sunny, strong vegetation, leaves shadows. We aim to evaluate particularly
vehicles lateral position with respect to the world frame (lp1 and lp2, see
Figures 4.30 and 4.29). Ground truth is acquired with a LIDAR (Sick
LMS511 laser scanner) at a frequency of 50Hz, and synchronized with
the wide-baseline fisheye-stereo. The transformation between the LIDAR
frame and the world frame is estimated at installation. Then, during the
experiment we apply the extrinsic auto-calibration between the cameras.
We consider the scenario of crossing-encountering vehicles (a black car
driving on a lane close to the camera-1, and a white van driving on a lane
near to the second camera) with dynamic occlusion. The results of average
lateral position evaluation are summarized in Table 4.8 and illustrated in
Figure 4.31. We achieve in average a lateral vehicle position estimation
lower than 20 cm, which confirms the robustness of our approach.

—Experiments on a real intersection (dataset SB)

In order to validate our approach in a real intersection, we propose
to evaluate the velocity of vehicles [169], and thus the performance of
the Kalman-based tracker. A preliminary study with a radar on over 1300
vehicles at the rural junction revealed that the speed of vehicles follows a
normal distribution (Figure 4.33), with a mean of 82.29 km/h (with speed
limited to 90 km/h). This gives us a good basis to initialize the tracker.
For the experiments, a virtual gate is defined on the road surface. Then
the travel time of vehicles through the gate entry and exit is retrieved to
compute the actual average ground truth speed. We perform the speed
evaluation on a subset of 10 vehicles, for which we compute the trajectory
and motion parameters by our approach. A blob tracker can be applied
together with our method to ensure correct vehicle identification and inter-
frame data-association (Figure 4.37). Our method performs well (Figure
4.34) and achieves robust trajectory reconstruction: with the largest speed
error below 5.53 km/h and a mean error of 3.25 km/h.

Driving
Experiments

Lateral
position

Ground Truth
LIDAR (m)

Estimation
lp (m)

Absolute
error (m)

car (black) 3.88 4.06 0.18
Test 1

van (white) 6.81 6.96 0.15
car (black) 3.66 3.89 0.23

Test 2
van (white) 7.5 7.7 0.2

Tab. 4.8: Vehicle lateral position error
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Fig. 4.29: View of the experimental setup
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Fig. 4.30: Experimental setup for lateral position evaluation: two vehicles move
straight in opposite directions. The world frame is defined vertically
below camera-1 as described in the previous chapter 3.2

Fig. 4.31: Vehicle lateral position evaluation: first (Figure 4.32-a) and second (Figure 4.32-b) experi-
ments, from left to right. Arrows indicate vehicles (black car and white van) opposite driving
directions
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a) first drive

b) second drive

Fig. 4.32: Estimated virtual lines from vehicle average lateral position (as formulated in Figure
4.30). The red cross represent the projected origin of the world frame (V P3). It can
be seen that the estimated lateral position is more precise when vehicle are near the
cameras. Which can be actually linked to a visibility window between -10m and +10m
along X-axis (likewise the LIDAR ground truth in Figure 4.31), where vehicle span a
representative size in the fisheye image.
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Fig. 4.33: Preliminary study: vehicle speed distribution

Fig. 4.34: Trajectory evaluation: vehicle speed analysis

Fig. 4.35: Kalman filter performance for the example (over 20m)

In summary, the evaluation confirms the efficiency the proposed
auto-calibration method, which leads to accurate vehicle localization
(Figure 4.38). An example trajectory of a vehicle moving straight on
the main road, is depicted in Figures 4.36,4.35. We can see that the use
of the Bayesian filter allows to refine the trajectory and to compensate
for possible vehicle segmentation errors over time. Our future works will
involve further experiments, and comparison with Lidar-based processing
in similar setup. In the next chapter we present a summary of our work
and our contributions.
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Fig. 4.36: Example of reconstructed trajectory (Figure 4.38)
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Fig. 4.37: Illustration of vehicle re-identification: example of dynamic occlusion; a blob tracker
is used along with our method

Fig. 4.38: Auto-calibration toward trajectory estimation: virtual lines (plane) tracking and
association
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5Conclusion and

Perspectives

„The only source of knowledge is experience

— Albert Einstein

The presented manuscript is the summary of my research works,
toward safety improvement at road intersections, over the last three years.
This thesis has mainly demonstrated the feasibility of a wide-baseline
fisheye stereoscopic system for intersection monitoring: self-calibration
and 3D localization of vehicles on the main road. In this final chapter,
we provide a summary of our key contributions. We also discuss the
limitations and introduce future directions. The work and ideas presented
in this thesis previously featured in the following main papers (French and
International submissions, already accepted or published):

—1) S. René E. DATONDJI, Yohan DUPUIS, Peggy SUBIRATS and Pas-
cal VASSEUR, "Wide-baseline Omni-Stereo at Junctions: Extrinsic Auto-
Calibration, Trajectory and Speed Estimation", IEEE 20th International Con-
ference on Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSC), Yokohama, Japan,
2017 [Conference]

—2) S. René E. DATONDJI, Yohan DUPUIS, Peggy SUBIRATS et Pascal
VASSEUR, "Trajectographie à l’échelle absolue par Stéréovision-Fisheye
Large Entraxe aux Carrefours", SAGEO, Rouen, 2017 [Short paper and
poster]

—3) S. René E. DATONDJI, Yohan DUPUIS, Peggy SUBIRATS and Pas-
cal VASSEUR, "Rotation and translation estimation for a wide baseline
fisheye-stereo at crossroads based on traffic flow analysis", in IEEE 19th
International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSC), pp.
1534-1539, Rio de Janeiro, 2016 [Conference] [49]

—4) S. René E. DATONDJI, Yohan DUPUIS, Peggy SUBIRATS, and Pascal
VASSEUR, "A survey of vision-based traffic monitoring of road intersec-
tions", in IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, vol. 17,
no. 10, pp. 2681-2698, published in October 2016 [Journal, Survey and
Analysis] [47]

—5) S. René E. DATONDJI, Yohan DUPUIS, Peggy SUBIRATS, and Pascal
VASSEUR, "Calibration d’un dispositif stéréo-fisheye large baseline pour
le diagnostic d’intersections routières", Reconnaissance de Formes et In-
telligence Artificielle (RFIA)-Journée Transports Intelligents, Juin 2016
[Conference] [48]
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In this thesis, we have presented a survey of vision-based intersec-
tion monitoring. Then we have proposed a wide baseline fisheye-stereo
system for traffic monitoring in this context. We have introduced a method
which allows to estimate automatically the extrinsic calibration between
the cameras. Our approach is suitable for difficult environments such as
rural scenes where the absence of lines makes the calibration especially
challenging. In fact, the approach requires neither the knowledge of the
scene geometry, nor the use of a calibration pattern. Instead vehicles are
used as dynamic calibration objects, by jointly analyzing in the process
their motion and appearance cues. The proposed approach allows to
obtain metric localization and therefore to compute motion parameters
of vehicles, especially on the main road where they travel faster and are
visible on a long distance. As formulated, the method can be applied to
estimate the pose of traffic cameras for different applications, provided
straight planar motion on one main direction. Extensive results in the
lab and at rural intersections validate the proposed auto-calibration ap-
proach which is extensible to several cameras types thanks to the spherical
model.

There are several perspectives to this thesis. Though our approach
allows to estimate vehicle positions at scale with good accuracy, trajectory
reconstruction remains challenging. The critical aspect of the processing
which mostly affect the performance is related to vehicles segmentation.
Besides, the proposed wide-baseline fisheye-stereo is yet to be used to
its full extent. In fact, data association between the cameras remains a
complex task and will require deeper research. Future works also involve
direct near-miss multi-view conflicts or accidents detection, for example
by trajectory entropy analysis. In addition, extensive experiments need to
be carried out on more intersections, in challenging conditions such as by
nighttime or in rainy weather.

This thesis project has been a great professional challenge. It was
a great experience to contribute to the fields of computer vision and
intelligent transportations, through my thesis and while serving as a
reviewer (IEEE ITSM and IEEE T-ITS). During this thesis, I have gained
considerable communication skills as I took part twice in the Three Minute
Thesis Challenge of Normandy and ended up each time in the final. These
experiences also led me to win two awards, the best oral presentation at the
Ph.D. days and the best poster at the LITIS Lab scientific day. Subsequently
and above all, I have gained an important experience in research project
management and software development. For my future career, my goal is
to keep working toward the development of innovative solutions in order
to improve traffic monitoring and road safety.
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